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ABSTRACT 
This dissertation presents an examination of the evolution of compositional style 
of Verdina Shlonsky, based on the analysis of selected piano compositions written in 
different periods of her life. The work examines the issues of defining Shlonsky’s style 
with regard to her philosophy, expressed in her numerous essays, concerning with the 
centrality of content. The central question of the evolution of Verdina Shlonsky’s style is 
addressed by identifying and listing its key characteristics, and tracing them in the three 
analyzed compositions, representing three different stages of her life. Shlonsky’s 
biography is compiled with a special focus on her musical development, and musical and 
non-musical influences to which she was exposed. Detailed formal and motivic analyses 
of the selected piano works uncover the formative elements of Shlonsky’s style. Each 
detailed analysis includes key information on the background of the composition, 
followed by performance guides addressing performance issues, and editorial sections 
comparing the Israel Music Institute (IMI) printed editions with the manuscripts.  
Based on Shlonsky’s written statements, describing her compositional esthetics, 
and on the analyses of the selected works, my dissertation posits that Shlonsky’s music is 
polystylistic, deliberately using of a variety of styles as expressive tools, and as ways to 
  vii 
create continuity of tradition through dialogue with other composers from the past and 
present. My analyses also suggest that Shlonsky’s piano music from different periods 
share similar characteristics of style, presented in different proportions and contexts. 
The main purposes of this dissertation are to define Shlonsky’s compositional 
style and its evolution; to help performers to approach this unknown repertoire; to assist 
scholars in future research of Shlonsky’s legacy; and to disseminate knowledge about 
Verdina Shlonsky’s life and music to a wider audience.  
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INTRODUCTION 
 
 Verdina Shlonsky (1905–1990), the first Israeli woman composer and pianist of 
note, is generally unknown to both professional musicians and audience.1 Shlonsky’s 
works and style of composition have not received yet any serious attention from music 
researchers. Through her numerous publications Shlonsky left an important glimpse of 
the zeitgeist and her critical attitude towards it: 
  Innovation for the sake of innovation is not an ARTISTIC vision, but a  
  PSYCHIC one… If the innovation is obligated, then its results will be  
  fruitless, since every individual artist becomes a cliché, which kills all its  
  future descendants… Any innovation should not come instead of the past,  
  but in addition; this should advance rather than exclude former expressive  
  tools… Musical language is not the central question of a musical piece,  
  but a frame…2  
 From these and numerous other examples, it is clear that Shlonsky believed that 
musical styles are to be interpreted as expressive tools to understanding a composer’s 
personality. Her own use of a variety of styles served two important goals: expressive 
tools, matching the content of the piece; ways to continue traditions, started by 
composers-predecessors, building bridges to composers-descendants. 
                                                        
1
 As Ronit Seter stated in her article “Verdina Shlonsky, “The First Lady of Israeli Music” 
(2007): “Until the early 1950s, there simply were no other women known to pursue seriously the 
composition of art music in Eretz-Israel.” 
2
 Jerusalem, National Library of Israel, MUS 070 C040 [Verdina Shlonsky, Electronic Music and 
Its Echo, Al-Hamishmar, 1957], my translation from Hebrew. 
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 Shlonsky stated in 1987 that the question of style and the centrality of style did 
not appeal to her: “All this hysteria in search after one's style… How to write? I have not 
asked myself this question. I have asked how am I, and what am I writing for…”.3 On 
another occasion she claimed that “The rule [of composing] is “What”, not “How”.4 
These statements suggest that Shlonsky believed in the content of the composition as a 
reflection of her own creative personality; the content of the piece, rather than its style, 
should be the central question in musical research.  
 Despite her own opposition to attempts to define her style, several musicologists 
have described her musical language. Israeli musicologist Oded Assaf described 
Shlonsky’s style as “elusive” and as difficult to pinpoint as her personality.5 Ronit Seter, 
another prominent researcher of Israeli art music, defined Shlonsky’s music as 
“cosmopolitan”.6  
 This dissertation posits that Shlonsky is a polystylistic composer, who, due to the 
lack of “unified style of the generation”7, successfully generalized and integrated a 
variety of styles from the past and present. Shlonsky’s characteristics of compositional 
style include polystylism, allusion to other composers’ music, use of small pieces 
combined into sets, symbolic titles, rhythmic and ornamental elements taken from the 
Klezmer tradition, mixed meters and habanera “tresillo” rhythmic patterns, polytonality, 
                                                        
3
 Ronit Seter, “Verdina Shlonsky, “The First Lady of Israeli Music” Min-Ad: Israel Studies in 
Musicology Online 6 (2007-2008), 4 http://www.biu.ac.il/hu/mu/min-ad/  
4
 Jerusalem, the National Library of Israel, MUS 070 C040 [Verdina Shlonsky “Electronic Music 
and Its Echo in Israel”, 1957] 
5
 Seter, “Verdina Shlonsky”, 2007-2008, 4.  
6
 Ibid., 7  
7
 Jerusalem, the National Library of Israel, MUS 070 C040 [Verdina Shlonsky “Electronic Music 
and Its Echo in Israel”, 1957] 
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neotonality, use of folk modes, toccata passages and ostinato patterns, “three-hand” 
effect, pedal clusters, imitative procedures and neobaroque gestures, motivic 
development through fusion and interlocking, accents and embellishments defining 
formal units, use of a trichord comprising of a tritone and a fourth, and parallel harmonies 
a tritone apart between the two hands.  
  Idiosyncratic characteristics of Shlonsky’s music evolved throughout her long 
musical career, reflecting her personal life, from nearly atonal in Still Life (1932) through 
a neotonal period of 1940s–50s seen in Five Sketches (1947), to atonal writing in 
Reflection (1962). An understanding of Shlonsky’s style can be gained through the 
analysis of these selected piano works, which were written during different times of her 
life. Aspects of analysis to be discussed include harmonic structure, voice leading, phrase 
structure, motivic development, pitch relationships and form. The analyses are 
complemented with comparisons of the Israeli Music Institute (IMI) printed editions to 
the manuscripts, preserved at Verdina Shlonsky’s archive at the National Library of Israel 
in Jerusalem8 (the manuscripts of all analyzed compositions are reprinted in the 
Appendixes II–IV).   
 Each analysis is followed by a performance guide, which addresses pianistic 
issues for performers, such as pedaling, execution of ornaments, fingering and voicing. 
Additional piano works, Pages from the Diary (1949) and Youth Suite (1954), will serve 
as a reference for the discussions of compositional style, but a comprehensive analysis of 
these two works is not included  
                                                        
8
 Jerusalem, the National Library of Israel, MUS 070 [Archive of Verdina Shlonsky].  
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 Chapter two and three of this work discusses both nonmusical and musical aspects 
of Shlonsky’s life as influences on her artistic identity and musical language. The main 
sources for these chapters are archival documents, including essays, articles and drafts 
written by Shlonsky and about her; letters written by Shlonsky and to her by private 
people and institutions, concert programs and certificates. In addition, several available 
sources were consulted including her biography in the New Grove Dictionary of Music 
and Musicians, written by Michal Ben Zur and published in 2002;9 an extensive seminar 
paper on Shlonsky’s life prepared in 2006 by Jenny Aouizerate-Levin;10 a biography of 
Shlonsky in Encyclopedia Judaica published in 2007, again by Jenny Aouizerate-Levin;11 
a brief article written in 2007 by Ronit Seter “Verdina Shlonsky, ‘The First Lady of 
Israeli Music’”;12 and a recent biography of Verdina Shlonsky’s brother Avraham 
Shlonsky, written by Hagit Halperin and published in Hebrew in 2011.13  
 This dissertation serves as the first published analysis of Shlonsky’s piano works, 
as well as the first attempt to understand her compositional style through comprehensive 
analyses of her piano compositions. Editorial comparisons are made between the 
manuscripts and the printed editions and performance guides, comprising of the catalog 
                                                        
9
 Michal Ben-Zur. "Shlonsky, Verdina." Grove Music Online. Oxford Music Online. Oxford 
University Press, accessed May 7, 2015, 
http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com.ezproxy.bu.edu/subscriber/article/grove/music/25653. 
10
 Jenny Aouizerate-Levin, “’Mi She-Lo Mistakel Ve-Lo Ro’e, Az Efshar Rak Le-Hagid She-
Haval…’: Verdina Shlonski, Sipur Shel Malhina” (“‘If One Does Not Look and See, You Can 
Just Say It Is a Pity…’: Verdina Shlonski, a Story of a Composer”). An 80-page graduate seminar 
paper under Jehoash Hirshberg, the Hebrew University of Jerusalem, Israel, 2006. 
11
 Jenny Aouizerate-Levin, “Shlonski, Verdina”, Encyclopedia Judaica, Vol. 18. 2nd ed. (Detroit: 
Macmillan Reference USA, 2007). 
12
 Ronit Seter, “Verdina Shlonsky, “The First Lady of Israeli Music” Min-Ad: Israel Studies in 
Musicology Online 6 (2007-2008), 4 http://www.biu.ac.il/hu/mu/min-ad/ 
13
 Hagit Halperin, Maestro (Tel Aviv: Sifriat Poalim-Hakibbutz Hameuchad Publishers and the 
Laura Schwartz-Kipp Center for Hebrew Literature and Culture, Tel-Aviv University, 2011) 
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of Shlonsky’s piano music, and a translation of one of Shlonsky’s articles from Russian 
to English in the appendix by the author (“Then and Now”).  
 The main purposes of this dissertation are to define Shlonsky’s compositional 
style and its evolution, to help performers and researchers, and to disseminate knowledge 
about Verdina Shlonsky’s life and music to a wider audience.  
  
6 
CHAPTER ONE: EVOLUTION OF SHLONSKY’S STYLE 
 The list of works for piano solo written by Shlonsky consists of 21 compositions, 
written in the years from 1932 to 1972.14 This information is based on the Catalogue des 
oeuvres and the additional document summarizing piano compositions only, written by 
Shlonsky and preserved in the archives of the National Library of Israel (NLI) in 
Jerusalem15. This number is significant compared to the total number of her works (see 
Appendix V for the catalog of Shlonsky’s piano compositions): 
• 18 songs and sets of songs 
• Six compositions of incidental music  
• Five pieces for violin and piano  
• Four chamber works 
• Four pieces for a cappella choir  
• Two orchestral compositions 
• One concerto for piano and orchestra 
• One cantata 
  Shlonsky’s output for piano consists of as many as 45 out of 62 completed works: 
as a solo instrument, as an accompaniment, and in chamber works. This high proportion 
reflects her special passion toward the instrument.  
 From the very first published piano piece Still Life (1932) Shlonsky’s writing for 
piano solo is confidently idiomatic, and includes Klezmer-like embellishments and 
                                                        
14
 See Appendix V for the catalog of Shlonsky’s piano works. 
15
 Jerusalem, the National Library of Israel, MUS 070 E004 and E008. 
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rhythmic figures, pedal clusters and “three-hand” effects alluding to 19th century 
virtuosic writing (for example, Reflection, mm. 49–51 and the second sketch from Five 
Sketches, mm. 11–13). Her style continued to evolve throughout her life, yet the 
following main characteristics and idiosyncratic features of her composition style can be 
found in most of her piano music: (1) polystylism, (2) folk modes, polytonality and 
neotonality, (3) rhythms modeled on Russian and Ukrainian folk music, and Klezmer 
practices, (4) the use of small character pieces given symbolic titles, (5) the use of 
trichord sonorities comprised of a tritone and a perfect fourth, (6) careful distinction 
between types of articulation marks, embellishments, and pedal clusters, so as to define 
formal units, (7) allusion to other composers’ music, (8) the use of mixed meters and 
habanera “tresillo” rhythms, (9) toccata passages, (10) ostinato patterns, (11) the use of 
“three-hand” effects, (12) imitative procedures and other neobaroque gestures, (13) 
motivic development through fusion and interlocking, (14) parallel harmonies a tritone 
apart in the two hands.16 
  The evidence of polystylism in Shlonsky’s piano works reflects her belief that 
style is merely a format, serving the content. Free use from a variety of styles served 
Shlonsky as a palette of expressive tools, along with the form and other rhetorical 
elements. For example Shlonsky uses nearly an atonal language in Still Life (mm. 1–10); 
neotonal writing in the first movement “A Story” from Youth Suite; modal harmonies in 
                                                        
16
 Three-hand effect, or “three-handed technique” was an invention by Sigismond Thalberg and 
refers to the illusion that three hands play. Hamilton, Kenneth. "Thalberg, Sigismond." The 
Oxford Companion to Music. Oxford Music Online. Oxford University Press, accessed May 7, 
2015, http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com.ezproxy.bu.edu/subscriber/article/opr/t114/e6746. 
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the second movement “Pastorale” from Youth Suite; polytonality in the third movement 
“Grotesque” from Pages from the Diary; and atonal writing in Reflection. 
 Shlonsky uses polytonality and folk modes (e.g. the Klezmer Freygish mode, and 
natural Dorian and Lydian modes common in Russian, Ukrainian and Hasidic music) to 
express her Jewish identity and cultural roots.17 For example, folk modes are found in 
Youth Suite: Dorian on E in the first movement “A Story”; Dorian on D in the second 
movement “Pastorale”; and Lydian on C in the fourth movement “Dance”. The 
characteristic augmented second of the Freygish mode is found for instance in the fifth 
movement “Complaint” from Youth Suite (mm. 14–17). Examples of Shlonsky’s use of 
polytonality are found in Pages from the Diary: C major and F sharp major in the first 
movement “Dream” (mm. 3–5); D sharp minor and A minor in the third movement 
“Grotesque” (mm. 3–4); and C major and F sharp major in the fourth movement “Song” 
(mm. 1–4).18  
 Shlonsky uses rhythms modeled on those of Hasidic tunes, Russian and Ukrainian 
songs, and Israeli dances, along with characteristic rhythmical figurations. Hasidic tunes 
often have an anapestic “short-short-long” - rre - rhythmical pattern on a strong beat, 
which creates syncopation and weakens the downbeat. This anapest figure is found for 
example in the right hand part in the first movement “Dream” from Pages from the Diary 
(mm. 4, 6, 8, 10); in the right hand part in the third movement “Melody” from Youth 
                                                        
17
 The Freygish mode built on C consists of the pitches C-Ds-E-F-G-As-Bs-C. 
18
 Mixed tonalities separated by the interval of a tritone.  
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Suite (mm. 7–8); and in the right hand part in the fourth movement from Five Sketches 
(m.6). 
 Shlonsky composed six sets of character pieces for piano, carrying titles inspired 
by non-musical subjects, taken from visual art and everyday life, appealing to 
imagination of performer and listener. Shlonsky establishes connections between her 
music and her personal experiences through these program titles. Several titles, such as 
“Desert” from Pages from the Diary or “Dance” (referring to “Hora”) from Youth Suite 
are linked to the Israeli culture. Numerous others are connected to Shlonsky’s personal 
experiences outside of geography: for example “Dream”, “Remembrance” and 
“Meditation” from Pages from the Diary and “Complaint” from Youth Suite. Still Life 
and Five Sketches are probably related to the visual art: similarly to her composition 
teacher Varèse, Shlonsky herself was a skillful painter. 
 One of Shlonsky’s favorite sonorities is a trichord made of a tritone and a perfect 
fourth. She uses it extensively in such a complex and late composition as Reflection 
(1962), in the earliest Still Life (1932), but also in a relatively simple “Meditation” from 
Pages from the Diary (1949) and another, more complex set from the middle period, Five 
Sketches (1947). This trichord can be modified to feature the tritone between the upper or 
lower pairs of voices. The fourth interval can be replaced with third, fifth, sixth, or 
another tritone. All these combinations are featured in Reflection (see chapter six section 
three below, for a more detailed discussion).  
 In the majority of her piano compositions Shlonsky develops materials through 
variation and imitative procedures. This formal technique is found for example in all 
  
10 
seven movements of Youth Suite, in Still Life (mm. 14–26), and all nine movements of 
Pages from the Diary. Motivic development, found in different proportions in all selected 
works, includes procedures of transposition, diminution, augmentation, fusion, motivic 
interlocking, and modifications of rhythmic and melodic contour.  
 Shlonsky’s music features the use of articulation markings, embellishments and 
pedal clusters to define a variety of structural units. For example, in Still Life, mordents 
have structural importance, marking the beginning of phases in mm. 1, 2, 3, 5 and 6. 
Similarly, mordents mark the beginnings and endings of phrases in the first movement 
“Dream” from Pages from the Diary (mm. 3, 4, 6, 7, 8 and 10). Pedal clusters in 
Reflection have cadential function throughout the piece.  
 Shlonsky’s writing for piano solo reveals a focus on expressivity, and includes 
extensive usage of traditional Italian expression terms, articulation, dynamic, pedal and 
metronome marks, as well as numerous ornaments - mordents, grace notes, trills and 
rolled chords. About three quarters of the tempo markings in her piano compositions are 
combined with mood indications specifying character, in addition to the desired speed: 
tranquillo is often paired with slower tempi, while giocoso in many instances defines 
faster tempi. Frequent changes of metronome markings correspond to change of 
character. Shlonsky’s sense of time in her piano compositions is quite unique: the 
metronome marks are usually higher than a standard tempo markings indicated on the 
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face of a standard metronome (see the Table 1 below) 19. Accordingly, her tempo 
markings feel faster and more hectic than one would expect from the terminology used.  
 
 
Metronome marks Tempo mark Shlonsky tempo markings 
40–60 Largo lento 
lentamente 
60–66  Larghetto lento con melancolia 
molto tranquillo 
adagio 
grave 
66–76 Adagio lento 
76–108 Andante adagio con fantasia 
andante semplice 
andantino con suavita 
molto moderato 
moderato. mesto 
allegretto capriccioso 
con spirito 
giocoso 
poco vivo 
108–120 moderato con moto 
allegretto giocoso 
allegro 
allegro vivace 
120–168 allegro allegro con grotesque 
piu vivo 
168–200 presto tempo di marcia 
con moto 
vivace giocoso 
200–208 prestissimo - 
Table 1. Commonly used metronome markings versus ones from Shlonsky’s discussed 
piano works 
 Another striking feature of her music is the variety and amount of ornaments: 
mordents, trills, grace notes and rolled chords. Embellishments are an inseparable part of 
                                                        
19
 Based on the Wittner 804K, Wittner 834 Taktell Piccolo and Seiko SQ50-V Quartz (digital) 
metronomes.  
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Western classical art music tradition. Ornaments or dreydlekh are also a vital component 
of Klezmer music.20 The improvisatory nature of Klezmer music is partially a result of 
embellishments, rather than improvisation itself. Shlonsky’s use of embellishments can 
be heard as a bridge connecting her European tradition and Jewish roots. The 
embellishments in her music often carry structural importance, marking bigger formal 
units (see chapter four section two for more detailed analysis and examples) in addition to 
their traditional expressive role.  
 Shlonsky uses a wide variety of articulation marks to define smaller formal units. 
For example, in Still Life (m.1) accents signify occurrences of the a-motive. She employs 
the standard set of articulation marks, idiomatic for piano writing: legato, staccato, 
portamento, tenuto and marcato (one of her favorite). Tenuto is often used as an 
alternative for an accent in softer dynamics, for example in the middle section of Still Life 
(see table 2 for the hierarchy of accent symbols in Still Life).   
  Shlonsky uses different accent symbols, creating a hierarchy which changes from 
piece to piece. An example of such hierarchy of accents found in Still Life can be 
observed in the following arrangement from strongest to weakest:  
Strongest                                                                                                                    Weakest 
6 5 
m 
2 
m 
m 5 1 
2 
2 
Marcato Mordent 
combined 
with 
accent 
Mordent 
combined 
with 
tenuto 
Mordent Accent Tenuto 
combined 
with 
staccato 
Tenuto 
Table 2. Hierarchy of accent symbols in Still Life (1932) 
                                                        
20
 Dreydlekh in Yiddish means twists, turns or ornaments.   
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 Shlonsky started teaching piano while in Berlin (1921–29) in order to cover her 
living expenses. Around 1925 the sheer number of private students forced her to slow 
down her own progress in piano studies with Artur Schnabel and Egon Petri. Private 
students in piano and painting remained the main source of income for the rest of her life.  
 The catalog of piano solo works prepared by Verdina Shlonsky includes system of 
grades from II to VIII. These numerals are hand-written by Shlonsky, so that each piece 
in the catalog is marked with a grade, which clearly corresponds with a specific level of 
difficulty, suggesting didactic use. 21 
 The first published piano composition by Shlonsky Still Life was written at the 
time she was a student of Edgard Varèse. The complexity of rhythm reflects Varèse’s 
influence, whose teaching is described briefly by Shlonsky in one of her numerous 
articles, found in my translation in Appendix I.22 Still Life features nearly atonal writing, 
motivic development through transposition, fusion, modification of the rhythmic and 
melodic contours and fusion, imitative procedures, neobaroque gestures, extensive use of 
ornaments and other articulation markings to define formal units, Klezmer elements, 
mixed sonorities, and sonorities made up of a tritone and perfect fourth.  
 All three sections of the piece are nearly atonal, while the outer parts are more 
dissonant and chromatic than the middle section. Typical of Shlonsky’s compositional 
approach, the style of writing is matched to the content: the contrast between nearly 
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atonal outer sections and the tonally organized middle interprets her symbolic title, Still 
Life, as a juxtaposition of still life and the real one. 
 Still Life features short motives developed through transposition, fusion, 
modification of the rhythmic and melodic contours and fusion. At least one motive 
(“tshoks”-motive – see fig. 2) can be interpreted as a Klezmer element, “bending” the 
pitch.23 Syncopation figures and anapestic figures (e.g. mm. 14, 16, 17) can also be 
perceived as Klezmer gestures. Short “bowing” gestures and imitative procedures make 
section A (mm. 1–10) of the piece sound as neobaroque. The middle section features 
repeated modified rhythmic patterns in the middle voices (mm. 14–24), which 
foreshadow ostinato patterns, frequent in Shlonsky’s middle period. Imitative procedures 
in the vivo ad lib. cadenza (m.32) helps to create the sense of improvisation. The 
transition section in Still Life (mm. 30–31) features trichords comprised of tritone and a 
fourth. This trichord is outlined in m.43. The sonority of the trichord is frequent in both 
middle and later period compositions. 
 The common characteristics of Shlonsky’s writing for piano solo in the period of 
1947–54 (following her immigration in 1944 to Israel) include neotonal language, 
allusion to other composers (Ravel in Five Sketches, Bartok in Youth Suite, Stravinsky in 
Pages from the Diary), folk and Klezmer modes, rhythms modeled on Klezmer practices, 
polytonality, toccata passages, ostinato patterns, parallel harmonies, black and white keys 
collections, and small-scale forms, that are grouped into sets of pieces.  
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 Five Sketches (1947) is Shlonsky’s most complex and dissonant set of 
compositions from her middle period. Clearly tonally oriented, this composition features 
polytonality and modes, for example the opening of the first sketch presents a Dorian 
mode pitch collection on D. Shlonsky includes black and white keys collections in the 
first, second and fourth sketches. Four sketches (first, second, fourth and fifth) use 
imitative procedures and the last sketch also presents canon inclusions. The same four 
sketches have toccata-like episodes, ranging from energetic to sarcastic and grotesque. 
Extensive ostinato episodes are found in the third and fifth sketches. Shlonsky uses 
parallel sonorities in the first, fourth and fifth sketches. Mixed meters and habanera’s 
tresillo is featured in the fourth sketch, foreshadowing even more developed tango-
section in Reflection (1962). The iridescent palette of the characters Shlonsky invents in 
Five Sketches include dialogues with Ravel Alborada del gracioso (first sketch), and 
Ondine (fourth sketch).   
 Pages from the Diary (1949), another set of short piano pieces written two years 
after Five Sketches, shares many common characteristics such as a neotonal and modal 
language, polytonality, toccata-style passages and sections featuring “supporting-voice” 
polyphony, as well as humorous references to other composers (Bartok, Stravinsky, 
Debussy and Webern among others).24 Pages from the Diary is less complex than Five 
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 Supporting-voice polyphony is a vocal or instrumental practice typical for Russian, Ukrainian 
and Belarusian folk music. Supporting-voice polyphony suggests gradual development of a 
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Sketches in terms of the density of the texture, rhythmic complexity, and clarity of 
neotonal language.  
 Youth Suite features all the common characteristics of Shlonsky’s neotonal and 
modal writing. The first piece “A Story” swings between natural E minor and Dorian 
mode – one of the two most frequently used tetrachordal modes in Klezmer repertoire 
and very common in Russian folk songs, based on the observations made by M. 
Balakirev.25 Additionally, this piece features a mix of G major and E major, 
repetitiveness of phrases in pairs, overall descending melodic contour and descending 
figurations, closely resembling Russian folk drawling songs. Examples of the drawling 
songs include Nadoyehli Nohchi (I’m tired of the nights) Russian Drawling Song, 
documented by M. Balakirev, Oozh Teee Pohleh (So you field) and Nyeh Beeeloh 
Vyehtroo (There was no wind), collected by P. Tchaikovsky, and the Ukrainian Folk song 
V Keeentseee Gryehbleee Shoomlyaht Vyehrbeee (At the end of the dam noisy willows). 
The accompaniment in a manner of harmonica, one of the most popular music 
instruments in Palestine, transforms this Russian song into an Israeli song.  
 Shlonsky’s writing for piano solo in 1960s is represented in this work by 
Reflection (1962). The piece is atonal, features unprecendented rhythmic complexity (in 
her piano music), and constant changes of time signature and pulse value. In Reflection 
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 "That work [collection of Russian folk songs documented by Balakirev] alerted him 
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throughout the piece Shlonsky avoids using bar lines, and uses brackets above the staff 
instead, to indicate the amount of beats, as well as their value. On several occasions 
Shlonsky used three staves due to the high density of texture, and to emphasize the 
virtuosic “three-hand effect” (e.g. Reflection, brackets 70–72). Similarly to her earlier 
piano compositions, Shlonsky uses accents, articulation marks and pedal clusters to 
define formal units. All the motives in Reflection are built of seconds and their compound 
variants. The motives are developed through transposition, modification of the rhythmic 
and melodic contour, diminution, augmentation, fusion and interlocking. The piece 
features an extensive section of mixed meter and habanera’s tresillo pattern (mm. 35–48) 
- see chapter six for more detailed discussion of Reflection.  
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CHAPTER TWO: LIFE IN EUROPE 
 Verdina (Rachel – Rosa) Shlonsky was born on January 22, 1905 in Kremenchug 
of the Russian Empire. On the very same day - about 1500 kilometers from there is Saint 
Petersburg - a peaceful demonstration was fired by Tsarist troops, what is know in 
Russian history as Bloody Sunday. Kremenchug has deep musical roots, going back to 
Catherine the Great’s favorite, Prince Potemkin-Tavricheski and his employee, Giuseppe 
Sarti. The former established in Kremenchug the very first Russian Music Academy in 
1793.  A century after the foundation of the musical academy in Shlonsky’s hometown, 
the real centers of professional musical education were in Moscow and Saint Petersburg.  
 Shlonsky was the youngest of six children in a Jewish family. Four of the children 
were recognized as prodigies. Later in life, two of them – Verdina and her sister Yudith-
Ida (Nina Valery) – became professional musicians, and their brother Avraham, who was 
counted as the least talented, established himself as a leading Israeli poet and translator. 26  
 Shlonky’s polystylism reflects the co-existence of tradition and open-mindedness 
in her family. Verdina’s father, Tuvia, was a member of the conservative Chabad-
Lubavitch Hassidic religious movement, and his wife, Tzippora, was an active member of 
the Russian revolutionary movement.27 As an adult, Hassidic tunes and cutting-edge 
musical novelties served Shlonsky as models in composition. 
 In 1905 Shlonsky’s family moved to Yekaterinoslav after a series of pogroms in 
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Kremenchug.28 The family was well-to-do, and employed a handful of servants: a 
housemaid, a cook, a gardener and a nanny. The nanny was a Ukrainian woman, who 
“sang sad lullabies”. 29 Through these songs the children learned Ukrainian language, and 
were exposed to Ukrainian folk music.30 Shlonsky’s brother, Avraham, later described 
their home as full of singing and playing: their father was an amateur composer and a 
chazzan (cantor), who also played violin.31 Four of the children were engaged in musical 
activities as well: Shlonsky’s oldest brother Dov played cello, violin and sang operatic 
arias; her oldest sister Fanya played piano; Ida (future singer Nina Valery) played piano 
and sang. The town had a concert hall, and the family used to attend concerts. 32 
 Verdina Shlonsky started playing piano by ear at the age of four. She played a 
variety of Hassidic songs that her father sang and played on violin. Her parents were very 
proud of Shlonsky’s precocious talents, and arranged for their tenant, who was a music 
teacher, teach Verdina piano. Later on she attended a local music conservatory, until she 
went to Vienna at the age of 16. Shlonsky recalled this early musical experience in her 
very short autobiographic sketch “Some information about my music way”, written in 
English in 1986: “I start[ed] to play Piano at the age of five, also improvisations and 
small compositions (not written) but one of my songs, composed at age of five - [a] "sad 
one" - I used in 13 miniatures for Piano, First Piece.”33 
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  When guests were visiting the house, Verdina was usually taken from her bed and 
asked to play for them.34 Much later, in December 1918, her father Tuvia wrote in his 
letter to his oldest son Dov: "Rachel played piano all the day long. She is planning to give 
a concert at the Cohen's Gymnasium and now she's sitting and reading a book. She is a 
true wunderkind!"35 
 There are no additional records about the quality of her early musical studies, but 
there are a few reasons to believe that she received a thorough professional piano training 
and showed promising results. When her family moved to Palestine in 1921, Shlonsky 
was sent to Vienna, being only 16 year old, to continue her musical education. Shlonsky 
described this life event in 1986 as a fatal mistake that severely damaged her future: 
  I really did not know what was done to me… One day daddy came back  
  from the town with very beautiful white gloves, gave them to me and said  
  that I am not going to Israel, but staying in Vienna… When they departed,  
  I cried during that night so much, that no tears left for the rest of my  
  life…36 
 Shlonsky’s formidable pianistic prowess secured her place in the studios of Artur 
Schnabel and Egon Petri in Vienna and Berlin, noted at the time for being as well as 
virtuosi pianists.  
 Artur Schnabel was known to be very selective in choosing students: he 
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repeatedly described himself as a “mountain guide”, for highly advanced pianists.37 
Shlonsky studied with Schnabel at the Hochschule für Musik in Berlin from 1921 to 
1930.38 She was particularly proud of having studied with Schnabel: she mentioned him, 
but not Egon Petri – her other piano teacher - in her autobiographical sketch.39  
 In a comparably less technologically-advanced era of 1920s Shlonsky’s musical 
taste developed through the music that she played, and music that she heard in concerts. 
There are no records of the repertoire Shlonsky studied with Schnabel, but there are a few 
clues to suggest that she learned a core of classical masterpieces. Half a century later, in 
1986 in an interview conducted by the Israeli musicologist Oded Assaf about Orientalism 
in Israeli art music, Shlonsky said that she “… graduated in European studies… studied 
modes from Bach, and ornaments from Mozart… “.40  Artur Schnabel was known for 
limiting himself to only a few composers, mainly Beethoven, Mozart, Schubert and 
Brahms, performing and recording almost all the piano compositions written by these 
four masters.41 He did not prescribe pieces to his pupils, but most likely his own 
preferences and area of expertise did affect the repertoire choices of his students in 
practice.42 
 Another significant influence was her other piano teacher Egon Petri. The “most 
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genuine pupil” of Ferruccio Busoni (by Busoni’s own definition), Petri followed the 
passions of his teacher, and specialized in the piano repertoire of F. Liszt and J.S. Bach.43 
Although Petri did not write as much about his musical activities as did Schnabel, there 
are a few informative documents available mentioning Petri’s teaching philosophy.44 He 
focused on technique in stark contrast to Schnabel, who usually avoided any talks on 
technical matters in playing piano.45 Idiomatic piano writing evident in all discussed 
piano pieces, and their virtuosic aspects reflect to the high level of training Shlonsky 
received from these two pedagogues.  
 Even though Artur Schnabel encouraged Shlonsky to compose, as he did to every 
on of his students, Shlonsky never composed until her graduation from the Hochschule 
für Musik in Berlin (with the exception for the childhood activities mentioned above). 46 
Both Schnabel and Petri were familiar with the dual path of performance and 
composition: Schnabel composed and published an extensive oeuvre of chamber, 
orchestral, choral, vocal and solo piano compositions, written between 1895 and 1950, 
while Petri witnessed the dual career of his mentor Ferruccio Busoni.  
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 With all the support Shlonsky received from her family with regard to her musical 
career, her father, more conservative in outlook than her mother, hoped that Verdina 
would get married and settle down. In 1925 she and her sister, successful opera singer 
Yudith Shlonsky (Nina Valery) indeed married two brothers, Sigmund and Alexander 
Sternik. Both marriages fell apart in 1929, shortly after the death of Tuvia Shlonsky 
(father of Verdina), and Verdina kept blaming her family for the failure of her own 
marriage. 47 
 Perhaps the most important trigger for Shlonsky’s career change from piano 
performance to composition was the death of her father in 1928. The psychological 
trauma left her unable to play piano.48 At the same time she felt that she disappointed her 
father, who always dreamed that he would see her become a composer. Once Verdina 
decided to study composition, the Shlonsky family looked for the best composition 
teachers in Paris. From 1929 to 1934 Shlonsky simultaneously studied with Nadia 
Boulanger, Max Deutsch and Edgard Varèse.  
  Following the news of her father’s death Shlonsky composed a melody, “Hebrew 
Poem” which she sent to her brother Avraham in Israel, asking him to set lyrics to it. 
Shlonsky showed “Hebrew Poem” to Nadia Boulanger, who was delighted by the piece. 
Boulanger in turn sent the composition to the Paris Competition for Women Composers, 
and in April 1930 Shlonsky was awarded the First Prize. The piece was consequently 
published by Salabert Publisher, and marked the beginning of Shlonsky’s life as 
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composer.49  
 Performing piano was a much more socially acceptable activity for women at 
1920s–30s, compared to composition; however playing piano in 20th century is 
particularly challenging for women, since the standard “one-size-fits-all” piano keyboard 
(6.5 inch octave) is too big for more than 87% of women: it does not allow to play 
octaves rapidly without tension and to reach ninth.50 Since Shlonsky was an 
accomplished pianist, one can expect her piano music to reflect her personal comfort at 
the keyboard and indicate the size of her hands. Checking every single instance of two or 
more notes played together in the six compositions (Still Life, Five Sketches, Pages from 
the Diary, Youth Suite, Reflection and Introduction and Scherzo) reveals the prevalence 
of major sevenths and octaves, but also 23 minor ninths, eight major ninths, two minor 
10th, one 11th, and one augmented 11th. While the last two can be played with both 
hands (though are not marked as such), there is no doubt that the minor tenths are 
supposed to be played with one hand. This, and the numerous ninths together with the 
abundant octaves, places Shlonsky in the small percentage of women with sufficiently 
large hands to navigate modern keyboard. Thus Shlonsky’s decision to dedicate her life 
to composition versus concert performance was mainly influenced by the death of her 
father, not by the size of her hands.  
 Shlonsky’s first composition teacher and active supporter was Nadia Boulanger. 
Hindemith referred to musical composition as a craft in his famous textbook, and Nadia 
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Boulanger valued it.51 But browsing the list of Nadia Boulanger’s students suggests that 
her teaching was more than merely passing craft from a master to an apprentice. The 
great variety of students of Boulanger composing in different styles (Copland, Glass, 
Piazzolla just to name a few) suggests that she cultivated originality and helped her 
students’ personalities to flourish and bloom, without imprinting her own style upon 
them.  
  There are no reasons to believe that Boulanger’s own composition style 
influenced Shlonsky, since Boulanger had stopped composing in early 1920s, having 
been deeply affected by the death of her young sister, Lili, a talented composer, in 1918. 
Boulanger’s composition style was very much influenced by the music of Debussy, 
especially reflected in modally-inflected musical lines. Her musical writing was tonally 
based, yet highly chromatic.  
 Boulanger was known for her belief in ear training through listening, playing, 
singing and memorizing. The latter was an essential part of studies with her. She used to 
say: “You are enriched by all the music you know by heart; it becomes a part of you.”, 
and also “[t]rue personality is revealed by deep knowledge of the personalities of 
others.”52  
 Another influential composition teacher of Shlonsky was Edgard Varèse. It could 
be hard to imagine a combination of a teacher and a student with more different interests 
and taste. Studying with the “father of electronic music” did not ignite a passion for 
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electronic music or even sympathy to Varèse’s passion: Shlonsky evidently detested 
electronic music, and mentioned this repeatedly in her interviews and writings.53 Yet, she 
adored him and she definitely adopted certain concepts from her great mentor, such as 
acceptance that people may not understand one’s art and that there is nothing the artist 
should do about it. After Varèse’s concert tour in Israel, she wrote a brief essay in 
Russian on June 26, 1961 and published it in Hebrew with the title “Hammers, Rulers 
and Piano” on July 6, 1972 with a few corrections and additions.54 Varèse used his music 
to work with her on score reading, and emphasized the superiority of rhythm above the 
melody.   
 Max Deutsch taught at the Paris Conservatory, when Shlonsky started her studies 
there. Deutsch, one of the prominent students of Arnold Schoenberg, had very diverse 
students. In one of his interviews he said: “There are no rules. The needs and behavior of 
each individual are special, and we must search for a rule suitable to the individual.” He 
worked individually with each student, and brought them together for weekly studio 
classes. His teaching method focused primarily on studying masterpieces. He hardly 
corrected any compositions of his students.55 Numerous letters in Shlonsky’s archive in 
the NLI bear evidence that Shlonsky kept in touch with Max Deutsch throughout all her 
life and shared with him her professional plans and ideas. In 1957 in one of her articles  
Shlonsky mentioned atonal and serial music as “important stages of evolution of musical 
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language”.56 Although some of Shlonsky’s piano compositions are written in an atonal 
language (e.g. Still Life, Reflection and Introduction and Scherzo) she never composed 
for piano in using twelve-tone technique.  
 Winning the First Prize at the Paris Competition for Women Composers was 
promising beginning of Shlonsky’s career, and was followed by a prompt publication of 
the winning piece “Hebrew Poem” together with five others (all written by Avraham 
Shlonsky) by Éditions Salabert in Paris. During 1930s she composed numerous vocal 
settings, all in Hebrew, except for two early compositions: “Hora” (1931) without words, 
and a set of five poems by Guillaume Apollinaire. Half of the Hebrew settings that she 
set, were written by her brother, Avraham Shlonsky. The other half was written by other 
contemporary Israeli poets, including Verdina Shlonsky herself (1935 and 1943).  
 In addition to vocal pieces, Shlonsky worked with several Israeli theaters in 1930s 
and 1940s, composing music for six full plays. She also composed numerous chamber, 
piano and orchestra pieces. She wrote her Symphony No. 1 in 1937, though it was 
performed only 20 years later.57 The symphony is mentioned in several sources, including 
the IMI, and Shlonsky’s own Catalogue Des Oeuvres. The symphony was not published 
and the manuscript is missing from the archive. Shlonsky composed several orchestral 
pieces, and only one symphony. Nevertheless, naming the piece - Symphony No. 1 in 
1937 was a clear declaration of intent to compose more than one.  
 Starting in the 1930s Shlonsky intensively corresponded (in Russian, French, 
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German, English and Hebrew) with the leading artists and musicians in Europe and USA 
including her teachers Nadia Boulanger, Max Deutsch, Edgard Varèse and Artur 
Schnabel, as well as Pierre Boulez, Marc Chagall, Henri Dutilleux, Georges Enesco, 
Jascha Heifetz, Louis Kentner, René Leibowitz, Yehudi Menuhin, Darius Milhaud, Isaac 
Stern, Igor Stravinsky and Alexandre Tansman. During this period Shlonsky began 
writing articles and essays concerning contemporary music in Israel and Europe. She 
wrote mostly in Russian, while her brother, Avraham Shlonsky, translated the essays to 
Hebrew. These essays, published and unpublished, reveal her approach to her own music 
(see chapter one).  
 During 1930s and 1940s Shlonsky traveled frequently between Israel and Europe, 
and it is difficult to pinpoint the exact year of her final immigration. The IMI notes in the 
short composer’s biography that she immigrated to Israel in 1929. Based on the 
biography by Jenny Aouizerate-Levin, Shlonsky scholar Ronit Seter gives another date – 
1944.  
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CHAPTER THREE: AFTER HER IMMIGRATION TO ISRAEL IN 1944 
 Shlonsky spent most of the WWII in London, where she earned her living as a 
seamstress at Marks & Spencer and a piano player at a cafe in Piccadilly Circus.58 She 
finally moved to Israel in 1944. Despite the difficulties of this period, Shlonsky continued 
composing: three of her Cantatas, numerous vocal settings with piano, and her Piano 
Concerto (1944) were produced during the Second World War. 59 
 One of Shlonsky’s most significant essays on Israeli art music was published in 
the Zionist newspaper “New Judaea “ in London in 1942.60 The essay provides detailed 
insight into Shlonsky’s composition process from this period, in addition to her 
motivations. She believed that Jewish religious music and Israeli songs should serve a 
foundation for the new Israeli style, while this new style should rely on European 
traditions of composition. Shlonsky believed that the Jewish religious music of the 
Diaspora, such as Hasidic ensemble music should be transformed into a new Israeli genre 
– Hora. She described unavoidable variegation of styles of composition in Israel as an 
important step on the way to their integration into a homogeneous style of Israeli art 
music. 
 All these points are featured in Shlonsky’s piano music of 1940s discussed in 
more detail in chapter one, section six. Shlonsky uses Hora in the fourth and seventh 
movements, “Dance” and “Youth”, from Youth Suite, featuring typical syncopations, fast 
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tempo and repetitions. She uses developing variation formal technique in most of her 
piano compositions, as well as contrapuntal procedures (e.g. Still Life), thus combining 
Jewish roots with European traditions of composition.  
 Shlonsky finally immigrated to Israel in 1944, and settled in Tel Aviv. She kept in 
communication with her European contacts (e.g. Nadia Boulanger, Max Deutsch, Darius 
Milhaud) and created new ones (e.g. Igor Stravinsky, Aaron Copland, Pierre Boulez). 
These connections enriched her in both her activities as a composer and a publicist. 
Shlonsky published numerous essays about and interviews with the artists mentioned 
above; she wrote about their music and new tendencies they establish in art music in 
Europe; she also corresponded with them through her own music, alluding to other 
composers. Examples include the first sketch from Five Sketches (Ravel), third 
movement from Pages from the Diary (Prokofiev), and fourth movement from Pages 
from the Diary (Bartok). 
 In her letter to Artur Schnabel in 1947 Shlonsky mentioned her current work on a 
string quartet.61 This piece granted her First Prize at the Bela Bartok International 
Competition in Budapest. The prize evoked controversial response of the Israeli press by 
Dr. Emil Feuerstein, who published in 1949 an article, saying among others:   
 "A genius woman is not a woman but a man... By becoming real 
 independent artist, a woman gives up her femininity. This is the price she 
 has to pay... Women's genius is in the area of love, but the abilities 
 required for a genius, such as persistence, maximum concentration, 
 monotony in the good sense of the word are not in women's possession... 
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 They lack inspiration, long breath, the ability to think "to the end"... They 
 lack architectural sense... Most women do not even poses sense of 
 form...".62   
 Shlonsky published numerous essays in Israeli press, covering subjects ranging 
from performances of Pablo Casals, and Israeli premiere of Inegrales in 1962 of Edgard 
Varèse to a review on Claude Berri movie Le Vieil Homme et l'Enfant. She composed 
most of her vocal compositions and music for theater before mid-1950s; from then on she 
focused on piano, chamber and orchestra music.  
 In 1945 the Tel Aviv Academy of Music was established, yet it took 24 years 
until Verdina Shlonsky was invited to teach there. She taught secondary piano to non-
piano undergraduate music majors from November 1968 to June 1975. Among her 
distinguished students are Mira Zakai, Ido Abravaya and Benjamin Pearl. At the end of 
December 1974 she received a notification from Tel Aviv University, informing her that 
her position will not be renewed for the following academic year.63  
 Trying to find another job, Shlonsky contacted number of institutions, including 
Boston University and New England Conservatory (signed by Noman Dello Joio and 
Gunther Schuller respectively).64 She inquired about possibility to spend her “sabbatical” 
year, although from the letter mentioned above it is clear, that her putative “sabbatical 
leave” was not an actuality. The responses were negative, and Shlonsky’s only income 
for the rest of her life came from her private students for piano and drawing. She received 
only two Israeli prizes: from ACUM (Agudat Compositorim Mekhabrim ve-Molim le-
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 Jerusalem, the National Library of Israel, MUS 070 F003 [Emil Feuerstein “Briefly with 
Verdina Shlonsky” Ha’olam Hazeh 1949] 
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 Jerusalem, the National Library of Israel, MUS 070 D3 312 
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 Jerusalem, the National Library of Israel, MUS 070 D3 192 and D3 273. 
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Musika be-Israel – Association of Composers, Authors and Music Publishers in Israel for 
her String Quartet (1973), and for life's work in music (1984).  
 Shlonsky’s persistence in searching for performances of her works, publishers 
willing to print them (as late as in 1980s) can be seen in numerous correspondence 
preserved in the NLI. She contacted and sent out her manuscripts to such orchestras as 
Boston Symphony Orchestra, The Palestine Orchestra, Houston Symphony Orchestra and 
Indiana Symphony Orchestra. She corresponded with dozens of publishing houses such 
as IMI, Rözsavölgi and Comp. Edition, Cserépfalvi Edition, Schott Edition, Gerig 
Musikverlag, Universal-Edition and Kalmus Edition. Frequent rejections did not stop her 
from trying, even at the age of 78.  
 Verdina Shlonsky died on February 20 1990 in her apartment in Tel Aviv, at 10 
Hoefien street, in poverty and loneliness. Her nephew Yahli Wagman, a concert pianist 
and one of the performers of Shlonsky’s compositions, published an article “In 
Memorium” – the first try to summarize Shlonsky’s musical legacy.  
 In her article on Verdina Shlonsky, Ronit Seter said: “To her contemporaries, her 
“sins” were threefold: she was a woman; she was strongly attached to the European 
tradition and its contemporary composers—i.e., she was not “Israeli enough”; and she 
had no interest in Mizrahi (traditional, Jewish and Arab Middle Eastern) music.” The 
following analyses of Shlonsky’s selected piano works indeed reveal her influence by the 
European musical culture through formal approaches and stylistic allusions. References 
to her numerous writings support the claim that Shlonsky did not believe in Mizrahi style 
as one of the national signifiers of the Israeli style of art music. The analyses show that 
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Shlonsky instead incorporated elements Klezmer music in her music as a national 
foundation for the new Israeli style.  
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 CHAPTER FOUR: STILL LIFE (1932) 
 This and following two chapters examine selected piano compositions in their 
chronological order. Each analysis section will be followed by a performance guide 
section as well as the list of corrections for the IMI printed editions of the pieces based on 
comparison with the available manuscripts at the National Library of Israel.  
  Section One: Composition Background 
 Still Life for piano was composed in 1932 in Paris. The manuscript of the piece, 
which is preserved in the National Library of Israel, at the Hebrew University in 
Jerusalem, bears a nota bene: “This piece I wrote when I was a pupil of Edgard Varèse. 
1932/33”. 65 The piece appeared in print by the IMI in Tel Aviv, Israel in 1975. To the 
date no mention of the recordings has been found. Still Life was premiered by Sara Fuxon 
(1932–1992) – a versatile Israeli pianist specializing in contemporary music who 
performed several other works by Verdina Shlonsky.  
 Still Life is one of Shlonsky’s earliest pieces. In 1930, a year prior to composing 
this piece, she was awarded the First Prize at the Paris Competition for women 
composers for her very first work “Hebrew Poem”, a setting of a poem by her brother 
Avraham Shlonsky for voice and piano. During her years of study in Paris, Shlonsky 
produced numerous vocal settings, but only one piano solo composition – Still Life.  
 The title of the piece in the manuscript is stated as Nature-Morte and in the first 
published edition in both English and Hebrew Teva Domem. All three titles refer to a type 
of painting depicting inanimate objects. In painting a still life, the visual artists have more 
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freedom to organize and arrange the elements of the composition according to their fancy 
in comparison to painting other genres such as portraits and landscapes.  
 While painting is a spatial art, depicting live phenomena and encapsulating them 
into a still object (canvas, paper, etc.), music is a temporal dynamic art, which, similarly 
to cinematography, unfolds in time.66 Thus, what is easier for a visual artist might create 
an additional challenge for a composer, when describing the same still object through 
pulsating pitches.   
 Based on the following formal and motivic analyses of the piece, the contrast of 
structured, controlled, symmetrical, silent “still life” and hectic, unpredictable, changing, 
breathing “living life” is one of the main notions of the piece.  
Section Two: Formal Analysis 
 Still Life is comprised of three sections, separated by double bars and a codetta, 
divided from the previous material by a comma. Shlonsky notes the duration of the piece, 
as she does in most of her pieces: 3 minutes. Sections A and C represent the “living life”, 
while section B is the “still life”, and the codetta is a transformation of the former to 
latter, in analogy to “death”. The concept of “still” versus “live” explains the choice of 
ternary form: when the fast character comes back after the slow middle section, it 
changes unrecognizably and a new musical material appears, as if it was a landscape that 
changed momentary due to a change in the surrounding conditions.   
 The following table is an interpretation of the form, showing measure numbers, 
tempo markings and comparisons between the MS and the IMI edition: 
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Section Measure No. Tempo, expression and metronome marks 
A 1–10 con moto (The metronome mark e=108 printed in the IMI 
edition does not exist in the manuscript). 
Transition to B 11–13 con moto  
14–15 meno e=126 (The metronome mark e=92 in the IMI edition 
does not exist in the manuscript). B 
16–26 lentement tres souple (In the IMI edition – lento) 
Transition to C 27–31 tranquillo 
Cadenza 32–35 vivo ad lib.  
C 36–41 
allegretto giocoso (the IMI provides with the metronome mark 
e=116 which does not exist in the manuscript). 
Codetta 42–50 After a comma 
Table 3. Form of Still Life 
 The outer sections A (mm. 1–10) and C (mm. 36–41) are very energetic. The 
effect of overwhelming energy is gained by a thoughtful engagement of temporal, 
dynamical and registral elements. Shlonsky uses fast tempi, such as con moto (m.1), vivo 
(m.32) and allegretto giocoso (m.36). All of them are faster than meno e=126 in the B 
section (m.14). The section features syncopation by means of suspensions (e.g. a-motive 
in measure 1) and dynamical accents (e.g. b-motive and c-motive, in measure 1), and 
numerous dotted rhythm figures (e.g. b-motive in measure 1). A constantly changing 
meter (e.g. 3/4 in m.4, 4/8 in m.8) creates additional “events”, through irregular 
downbeats, and contributes to the energetic atmosphere.    
 Sections A and C feature a prevalence of loud dynamics: two fortissimo and two 
forte are the only four dynamics markings in the section A; section C has one mezzo-
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piano indication outweighed by five forte and one fortissimo. Additional contributions to 
the overall energy of the sections A and C are made by numerous accents (e.g. mm. 4, 8, 
40), marcato markings (e.g. mm. 37 and 39) and ornaments (e.g. mordents in mm. 1, 3, 
4). Additionally, large leaps (e.g. left hand in m.37 and right hand in m.39) and a 
virtuosic run across the keyboard (right hand part in m.36) create striking acoustic effects 
of motion.  
 The middle section B (mm. 14–26) is calmer and has more simultaneous layers of 
texture than found in sections A and C. While the tempo is gradually reduced to meno 
e=92 in m.14, and then to lento (m.16), the meter is kept steady for most of the section. 
The meter starting m.18 is emphasized by a repeated pattern in the left hand which 
includes a clear downbeat octave, flowing eighth notes and a relatively strong third beat 
accent, made by means of both contour and note duration. Quarter triplets juxtaposed 
with dotted rhythm figures (e.g. m.16 and m.20) appear as gracious and lyrical gestures 
that contribute to the calmer mood. Section B features a larger dynamic span than the 
outer parts of the piece: six measures out of 13 have dynamics indications of mezzo piano 
and piano. In section B the dynamic range is distributed more equally than in the outer 
sections: there are one fortissimo, one forte and two mezzo forte marks, but also one 
mezzo piano and one piano marking. Longer lines are featured without much interruption 
by accents, marcato, tenuto and portamento articulations as was the case in sections A 
and C. Syncopations are featured in the melodic layers (for example in mm. 16, 17, 19 
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and 21). Grace notes replace mordents in the section B creating a gentler effect (see mm. 
16, 22 and 23).   
 Following the arrival of the low octave (m.18), the register is expanded 
downwards until it reaches Es1 (m.27), the note that comes back at the end in the Codetta 
(m.44). The texture of the middle section is layered with a clear division between the 
bass, middle and melodic layers (see for example m.20). The middle layer consists of 
flowing eighth note thirds in a register between the bass and the right hand melody.  
 Starting m.14 the inner layer repeats the same rhythmic motive eleven times. The 
repeated motive consists of ascending and descending chromatic movement of parallel 
thirds. The repeated motive varies through transposition, reflecting shifting tonalities 
implied by the bass tones. Shlonsky uses occasional motivic imitation between the 
melodic and the inner voice (see chapter four, section three for the analysis in detail). 
 A transition passage from section B to A (mm. 27–31) is marked tranquillo. The 
number of beats and the values of the beats increase from measure to measure: 
Measure No. 27 28 29 30 31 
Time Signature 3/8 4/8 6/8 3/4 5/4  
Table 4. Time signature transformation in Still Life, mm. 27–31 
 The changes of the time signature mentioned above create sense of slowing down 
the time up until the point that the vivo ad lib. (m.32) happens outside of the time frame. 
This effect is similar to the slow motion effect experienced in viewing films of the time.67  
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 The cadenza vivo ad lib. (m.32) following the slow motion effect of the preceding 
transition passage (mm. 27–31) features series of sound events happening outside in 
suspended time: Shlonsky does not indicate the time signature for the cadenza, lasting 
nine quarter notes and one 16th. This way of writing eliminates downbeats and is found 
also in Reflection (1962) (see chapter six for further discussion of the piece). Shlonsky 
uses imitation procedures to create the sense of improvisation in the cadenza section: the 
right and left hand parts imitate each other to create a clear dialogue (discussed further in 
chapter four, section three).  
 Shlonsky uses contrast as a symbolic element in Still Life, juxtaposing various 
textures, tempi and dynamic indications. The juxtaposed textures include simple 
“improvised” passages as in the cadenza (m.32) and complex multilayered organized 
sections as section B (mm. 16–26). Contrasting tempi heighten the distinctions between 
hectic moving “living life form” (for example con moto in m.1 in section A) and “still life 
form” (for example lento in m.16 in section B). Shlonsky uses the same principle of 
juxtaposition of “live” and “still” through her indications of dynamics: louder, featuring 
subito indications for “live” sections A and C, and softer, more balanced dynamical range 
to represent the “still” section B. Thus the principle of contrast employed on difference 
levels helps the listener to perceive the composition and its program as one unified 
concept.   
Section Three: Motivic Analysis 
 Still Life is characterized by a nearly atonal passages and fleeting tonal centers. 
While the section A lacks those centers almost entirely, except for two, the more tonal 
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section B shows importance of Bs, and the section C establishes Bs minor as the tonal 
center of the section and retrospectively of the composition. The first hesitant tonal 
arrival takes place on the downbeat of m.2: the lowest pitch of the section A (mm. 1–10), 
a relatively slower Ff2 is repeated and, together with the pitches Df4-Cf4-Ef4, suggest 
as a first tonic. The next tonal center is G6 in m.8 - the culmination point and the highest 
pitch of the section A. The pitch is repeated seven times and is especially noticeable 
because there are no repeated pitches in the preceding five measures (mm. 3–7). The G6 
in m.8 is accompanied by the neighboring motion between Ff and Fd which provide this 
new fleeting tonic with a sense of instability.  
 The first triadic harmony – a mixture of B flat major and B diminished triad - 
appears in the transition passage in m.12. This chord is preceded by two trichords in 
m.11: the first trichord is made up of two minor seconds (Es-Ed-F) and the second 
trichord consists of two major seconds (Es-F-G). This transitional progression from 
minor to major seconds, intervals that prevail in the section A, continues to a consonant C 
major triad in m.13.  
 Section B features mixed sonorities, in each case here one of the tonal centers 
weighted to predominate. Before the arrival of octave downbeats in m.18, arpeggiated E 
major triads in the melody dictate the tonal area. E major in mm. 14–17 is the tonal 
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center, in spite the lower voice implying G major (mm. 14–15) and C major mixed with 
As major (mm. 16–17). From m.18 the bass line more strongly influences key: B flat 
major (m.18); followed by an applied dominant F (m.19); and E diminished (m. 20–21). 
B flat minor in m.22 is featured again in a more subtle manner in the melodic line in mm. 
24–25, as a recited melodic note in mm. 26–27 and finally as a bass note on the downbeat 
in 28. The rich sonority acting as a dominant in mm. 30–31 features both leading tone A 
(lowest note in the lower part) and the F 5ˆ on the top with neighboring Bs and C in the 
middle registers.  
 The section C is clearly in B flat minor from the arrival to Bs in m.37 to the 
concluding run in m.36. The first beat of m.38 is perceived as a vii0 and is followed by 
the Bs on the second beat. After a short A flat minor on the last beat of m.38 and unstable 
passage in m.39, Bs is featured again on the downbeats in mm. 40 and 41. The Bs is 
present in the upper part of m.42. Starting the m.41 (codetta), the pedal notes of the bass 
line outline major 6ˆ  (m.41), minor 6ˆ  (m.44) and finally arrive to 1ˆ in m.49.  
 Shlonsky develops the thematic material of Still Life through the composition 
techniques of developing variation, imitation and fusion procedures. For example, 
thematic material of section A (mm. 1–10) is treated as components of a two-part 
counterpoint, including subjects, countersubjects and free counterpoint (see more detailed 
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discussion below). The inner musical lines of the section B (mm. 14–26) are subordinated 
to the bass line, and developed through repetition and transposition. Motives from both 
sections A and B and their fusion are featured in transition passage (mm. 27–31). For 
example, m.27 presents a fusion of “tshoks”-motive (section B, see figure 2) and the 
dotted rhythm of the b-motive (section A, see figure 1). 68 This “fusion”-motive reappears 
twice in m.29 in the left hand part, in diminution and transposed downwards, in contrary 
motion to the ascending upper part. The cadenza (m.32) features both fusion motive and 
the grace notes from the section B (e.g. m.16) treated through imitation procedures. 
Motivic development through variation, imitation, fusion and fleeting tonal centers 
characterize the musical texture.  
 The opening section A – con moto – resembles two-part counterpoint. Certain 
features of motivic development make this piece sound neobaroque: short energetic 
gestures, strong rhythmical accents, two-note “bowed” minuet-like slurs and mordents.  
Motives act as themes, countersubjects and free counterpoint. Motives are short and 
recognizable; then are used as building blocks for phrases and periods; and transposed, 
reversed, transformed, segmented and grouped to form new elements. Pauses function as 
punctuation marks, separating formal units.  
 The piece opens with a syncopated two-note a-motive, followed by three 
additional b-, c- and d-motives (fig. 1).  
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 Tshoks in Yiddish is “bent note”, one of Klezmer’s ornaments (dreydlekh). For more 
information see Yale Strom, Absolutely Complete Klezmer Songbook (New York: 
Transcontinental Music Folios, 2006), p. xxviii. 
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Figure 1. Still Life, mm. 1–2: motives a, b, c and d 
 The a-motive is a descending minor second; the b-motive’s important feature is 
the dotted rhythm; the c-motive, similar to the b’s contour, represents three descending 
16th notes spanning the interval of a major seventh. Functioning as a theme and a 
countersubject, the combination of the a-motive and the b-motive has an important 
structural role in the A section: it marks the beginnings of the phrases in m.1, m.3, m.5 
and m.6. The two staccato exclamations in the left hand form the d-motive (m.2): second, 
seventh and ninth intervals are used interchangeably in the following appearances of the 
d-motive. Dissonant intervals of minor and major second, seventh and ninth and their 
compound variants, both ascending and descending (a-, c- and d-motives) appear to be 
significant contributors to the energy of this whole section. A 16th rest at the end of the 
second beat (m.2) marks the end of the first phrase.  
 By introducing the motives in the alternative hands in following phrase (mm. 2–
3), Shlonsky creates effect similar to that of exposition in two-part invention where a 
theme and countersubject are introduced consequently in both voices. The change of 
register (m.2) adds an element of surprise. A small episode appears in mm. 4–5. B- and c-
motives are repeated while each of the motives begins a step higher and the result 
sounding like a sequence.   
a-motive 
b-motive 
c-motive d-motive 
16th note rest 
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 The culmination of the A section in mm. 9–10 is prepared by the rise to a higher 
register by the repetition of G6 throughout m.8 and by the switch to shorter beats and 
shorter note values; these factors intensify the arrival of the , creating an avalanche of 
melodic G minor mixed with G major and rushing in m.9 towards the final chord of the 
section.  
 After the double bar, a transition passage to B section starts at m.11. In 
comparison to the A section, which makes an extensive use of dissonant second, seventh 
and ninth intervals, the B section mostly features third intervals. A shadow of the 
preceding culmination chord in m.10 (without Bs) appears, marked subito c, in m.11. 
In the following m.12 a sudden m chord barks composed of two triads: B flat major and 
B diminished chords, followed in m.13 by a rolled C major chord.  
 The B section features mixed sonorities, Klezmer modes, rhythmic and 
ornamental elements, regular time signatures and transparent textures. This section begins 
with the pure rolled E major chord in the upper voice. Three its elements appear to be 
references to Klezmer music: the grace note, the typical anapestic rhythmic figure – 
short-short-long in the right hand, augmented second in the left hand, and the last figure 
in the right hand that might resemble “tshoks” – one of the Klezmer dreydlekh “bending” 
the note (see fig. 2).69  
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Figure 2. Still Life, m.16: Klezmer elements 
  The B section features a clear three-layer texture: bass, melody and the inner 
voices, moving in parallel motion (see fig. 3): 
 
Figure 3. Still Life, mm. 19–21: three-layer texture 
 The upper part in the right hand “swings” between E major (mm. 14, 16–17, 22–
23), G major (mm. 18–19), F sharp major (mm. 20–21) and B flat (mm. 24–26). The 
tritone B-F, which is featured in the transition from cadenza (mm. 33–35) and opening 
the section C, is briefly introduced at the beginning of m.24. The tonal center of the lower 
part is B flat, as discussed at the beginning of section three in chapter four. The inner part 
motive is introduced for the first time in mm. 14–15, and implies G major against E 
major in the upper part (the first and the third intervals of third form the G major triad). 
                                                                                                                                                                     
sliding notes or glissandos; (3) Flageoletts - whistling harmonic tones; (4) Kneytshn - notes which 
are turned into sobs; (5) Krekhtsn - groans or moans, aching long notes. 
“tshoks”-motive 
grace note 
augmented second 
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The inner part motive is transposed and repeated 11 times, with slight rhythmic changes. 
The motive is transposed a half step up, to begin with As-C, in mm. 16–17, and later on 
in m.19; a half step down, to begin with G-B, in m.18, and in m.10; a tritone up, to begin 
with Ds-F, in mm.22–24. The transpositions mentioned above reflect harmonic changes 
initiated by the bass line. In mm. 25–27 motive in a modified form (written in quarter 
notes instead of eighth notes, without the descending part, making six steps up instead of 
four) appears for the last time, leading to the beginning of a transition passage (mm. 27–
31).  
 The transition section (mm. 27–31) features a “fusion”-motive which results from 
a mix of the b-motive from section A and the “tshoks”-motive from section B (see figure 
4): 
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Figure 4. Still Life, mm, 26–31: “fusion”-motive 
 This “fusion”-motive is presented two additional times in diminution in m.29 
(marked in the figure 4 above) in the left hand part, and is transposed to allow descending 
motion against the ascending upper part. Repeated octaves and crescendo in the upper 
voice lead to the culmination in m.24. 
 The improvisatory cadenza vivo ad lib involves materials from both A and B 
sections: grace notes, leaps (d-motive) and the typical anapestic Klezmer rhythm “short-
short-long” – partial restatement of the “fusion”-motive, introduced in m.27. A three-
measure transition follows the fermata, concluding the cadenza. The transition is built 
around the B5-F5 tritone – the opening gesture of the third section; the same triton 
anticipates the opening interval of the A section.  
 C section extensively reuses the motives of the A section (b, c and d). Material of 
“fusion”-motive 
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the m.8 comes back in m.40, playing the same role of creating crescendo. The last 
measure of the section before the comma mark, which separates this section from the 
codetta, features a pedal point. The mistico passage in m.42 features an insert in to the 
pedal point G1 (major 6ˆ  to Bs). This insert passage leads back to the pedal point, G1s 
(minor 6ˆ  to Bs) introduced in the previous bar. The pedal tones continue descending in 
m.44 and m.45. Recitative in the upper part in mm. 46–47 is a reminiscence of the pedal 
tones ( 6ˆ6ˆ − s 1ˆ7ˆ5ˆ −−− ) - finally leading to Bs. 
Section Four: Performance Guide and List of Corrections Based on the Manuscript 
 The mordent in m.1 (and other mordents throughout the piece) makes the 
syncopation in the right hand clear. Following the Klezmer tradition, the mordents are 
usually executed starting the upper note while the ornament is played on the beat.70  
 There are only nine pedal markings in the piece. All of them are not obvious for 
the performer, for instance:  
• mm. 13 and 23 are pedal clusters, which do not necessarily ask for a pedal; 
• m.35: the indicated pedal transforms a melodic gesture into a bass with an 
appoggiatura; 
• mm. 41, 44 and 45: the indicated pedal implies blended the notes in the upper part 
rather than clarity of the right hand over the depressed pedal tones in the left hand.  
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 Will Cicola, Want to Play Klezmer. So What About Ornamentation? Clarinet and Saxophone 
Magazine of Great Britain, 2008.  
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 The fact that Shlonsky indicates pedal in certain places does not mean that these 
are the only places the pedal could be used. For example, the texture of the middle 
episode (see chapter four, section three) cannot be executed without sustaining the bass 
octaves with the pedal. Moreover, in the places in which use of pedal is undesirable 
Shlonsky specifically indicates this (m.46).  
• con moto e=108: the MS does not have the metronome signifier; 
• Measure 1: the last eighth note A2 in the left hand does not have a staccato dot; 
• Measure 7: the last eighth note in the left hand is in fact a 16th note, and is 
supposed to be played with the last 16th note of the right hand; 
• Measure 10: fortissimo throughout the measure; 
• Measure 13: subito forte in the IMI edition is not supported by the MS – no 
indication of dynamics at the beginning of the measure;  
• Measure 14: the meno e =92 is in fact e=126 based on the MS. In the same 
measure apparently wrong rhythm of the third beat is what appears in the MS. In 
fact it should be t. y r; 
• Measure 15: C3 (fifth note in the left hand) should be a 16th note based on the 
MS; 
• Measure 16: in the MS the tempo is lentement tres souple; 
• Measure 17: the first 16th note of the second beat is E4 tied to the previous beat; 
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• Measure 22: the dotted rhythm of the third beat in the right hand lacks the dots 
following the eighth notes E5 and E6; 
• Measure 24: in the MS there is an additional eighth note rest on the downbeat 
above the bass D2. It points to the two existing layers of the accompaniment – the 
bass and the inner voices. In the same measure, both left and right hand are 
marked crescendo which intensifies the dynamics and implies more independence 
of the gestures; 
• Measure 28: there should be a Bs1 on the downbeat. The last two 16th notes in 
the right hand have a crescendo fork. The IMI edition misses one 16th note rest 
on the last position of the measure following the 16th note dyad Gs2-F3; 
• Measure 29: the slurred 16th and eighth notes in the right hand have a crescendo 
fork. The last rest in the left hand is an eighth note rest. The same rest is missing 
in the right hand. Another missing eighth rest is in the right hand immediately 
following the quarter note on the downbeat; 
• Measure 32: the first note played with the left hand is Df5 following a natural D 
grace note; 
• Measures 33–34: the left hand is written in the bass clef in the MS which changes 
to the treble clef at the beginning of the measure 35; 
• Measure 35: the last three positions in the left hand – 16th rest and two 16th notes 
– should be grouped into a triplet; 
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• Measure 36: the allegretto giocoso e=116 does not bear the metronome mark in 
the MS; 
• Measure 38: the first two notes of the 3rd beat in the left hand (A3s) should be 
tied. Moreover, the last two seventh intervals in the right hand are 16th notes, and 
not quarter; 
• Measure 39: marcato appears in the measure in the MS; 
• Measure 41: the pedal should start on the second note played with the right hand 
(E3) and continue till the end of the measure. Furthermore, and accent appears on 
the tided bass G1 in the left hand; 
• Measure 42: an additional c appears in the MS above the chord in the right hand 
and intensifies the sudden mystic impression. The lowest note in the last interval 
in the left hand is A1;  
• Measure 43: the 16th rest in the right hand should coincide with the diminished 
octave in the left, while the 32nd notes in the right hand should follow it; 
• Measure 44: the pedal starts at the beginning of the measure and lasts until the 
next bass on the last eighth note of the measure; 
• Measure 45: a m mark appears above the last 16th note in the right hand of the 
measure. 
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CHAPTER FIVE: FIVE SKETCHES (1947) 
Section One: Composition Background 
 Five Sketches were composed in 1947, three years after Shlonsky’s immigration 
to Israel. The manuscripts of the piece are preserved in the National Library of Israel, at 
the Hebrew University in Jerusalem.71 The second sketch has two manuscripts and the 
fifth sketch has three.  
 From the dates written on the manuscripts it is clear that Shlonsky did not 
compose the sketches in the order of their publication. Apart from the fourth sketch the 
first and the fifth movements may have been switched based on the comparison of 
composition dates. Such attention to the order of the movements suggests that Five 
Sketches is a cycle, rather than a collection of individual pieces.  
 The following table provides more details about the date and place of 
composition, suggested duration and sources available for each of the sketches: 
Movement Date of composition Place  Duration No. of MS 
First sketch 10 November 1947 Tel Aviv 1 min 30 sec A107 
Second sketch  February 1947 Tel Aviv  
A108a 
A108b 
Third sketch September 1947 Tel Aviv  A109 
Fourth sketch Unknown date Unknown place  A110 
Fifth sketch Tel Aviv February 1947 2 min 
A111a 
A111b 
A111c 
Table 5. Five Sketches, dates and place of composition, duration and sources 
                                                        
71
 Jerusalem, the National Library of Israel, MUS 070 A107-111. 
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 Five Sketches appeared in print by the IMI in Tel Aviv, Israel in 1986. The 
publication cover bears an incorrect year of composition (1949): all movements were 
composed between February 1947 and September 1947. There is no information about 
the premiere performance. Five Sketches is the only piano piece by Shlonsky recorded on 
a commercial CD:  in 2003 the Israeli Music Center sponsored the recording of 
“Psanterin,” an anthology of Israeli piano music. Allan Sternfield who recorded Five 
Sketches was among several pianists included in this anthology. The only review 
published after this recording project does not mention either Sternfield’s performance or 
the piece.72 Notably, the set takes 15 minutes on the CD, compared to the duration noted 
by the composer in the score – 12 minutes.  
 Shlonsky composed Five Sketches (1947) just a year before completing her 
Quartet (1948), a prize-winning composition at the Bartok Competition in Budapest in 
1949. During the 1940s Shlonsky continued composing numerous vocal settings, several 
piano compositions including the Piano Concerto (1944) and music for theater.  
 While the title of her first piece Still Life is clearly related to visual art, the title of 
this set can be linked to her activities as a writer, as well as a painter. Shlonsky left 
numerous articles, which she called “notes”, “reflections”, “thoughts” and “sketches”. 
These sketches, usually about important artists and cultural events, gave her opportunities 
to express her own opinions in a casual way on important artistic matters. Quite often 
Shlonsky, who was a talented painter herself, drew her subjects for interview and herself 
                                                        
72
 Malcolm Miller, Reviewed of Psanterin: Anthology of Israeli Music for Piano by Liora Ziv-Li, 
Allan Sternfield, Ora Rotem-Nelken, Herut Israeli, Tomer Lev, Michal Tal, Natasha Tadson, 
Yuval Admoni, Astrith Baltsan, Allon Goldstein,  Tempo 58, no. 230 (October, 2004): 79-83. 
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in a humorous manner, and published the cartoon-caricatures together with the articles.  
Five Sketches is similar to Shlonsky’s articles: she consciously alludes to Ravel in the 
first sketch (“Alborada del Gracioso” from Miroirs) and the fourth sketches (“Ondine” 
from Gaspard de la nuit). 
 Five Sketches reflects Shlonsky’s tendency to compose during this period in a 
more accessible tonal language, using simple forms and musical characteristics seen 
already in her early opus. For example, the first sketch is written in D minor and features 
an extensive polytonal middle section (see more detailed discussion of this sketch in 
section two of this chapter). The third sketch is also written in D minor. Both first and 
third sketches have clear simple forms: the first sketch is written in ternary form while 
the third sketch features strophic form over an ostinato bass. Ostinato repetitions and 
toccata-like episodes are among Shlonsky’s idiosyncratic features and appear in her 
music as early as in Still Life (1932). Her additional stylistic characteristics, discussed in 
more detail in sections two, three, four, five and six, include extensive use of ornaments 
especially those associated with Klezmer music, polystylism, allusions to the music by 
Ravel, a free mixture between polytonal and modal languages, Baroque gestures, parallel 
harmonies, and Shlonsky’s favorite trichord made of a tritone and a fourth.    
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Section Two: First Sketch 
 The first sketch is written in ternary form, ABA, with a brief codetta. The 
following table shows formal divisions, measure numbers, tempo markings and the 
comparisons between the MS and the IMI edition: 
Section A B A Codetta 
Measure No. 1–9 10–32 33–41 42–44 
Tempo and 
metronome markings 
at the IMI edition 
con spirito 
(e=88) 
piu vivo  
(e=120) 
Tempo I  
(e=88) 
lento (e=56) 
Tempo and 
metronome markings 
based on the MS 
(discrepancies in bold) 
con spirito  
(e=88) 
piu vivo  
(e=132) 
Tempo I  
(e=88) 
lento  
(no 
metronome 
indication) 
Table 6. Form of ”First Sketch” from Five Sketches 
 Sections A and A’ feature toccata-style writing alternating hands, white and black 
pentatonic collections, use of modes, and melodic double neighbor figures used as 
cadences. The toccata-style in this composition is similar to other toccatas of the 20th 
century, for example as found in the music by Enescu, Ravel, Prokofiev, Khachaturian 
and Britten.73 The sonority of the opening of the movement along with the toccata-style 
resemble “Alborada del Gracioso” by Ravel from Miroirs (1904). (Coincidentally 
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 Enescu, “Toccata” from Piano Suite no. 2 op. 10 (1903); Ravel, “Alborada del Gracioso” from 
Miroirs (1905); Prokofiev Toccata op. 11 (1912); Ravel ”Toccata” from Le Tombeau de 
Couperin (1917); Khachaturian Toccata in E flat minor (1932); Britten Piano Concerto op. 13 
(1938).  
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Miroirs also consists of five movements). The following figures 5 and 6 show the link 
between the first sketch and the opening of the “Alborada del Gracioso”, each of which 
features a prominence of the pitches D, Es, F, G, A and C, a rhythmic toccata texture and 
a tonal center on D. 
 
Figure 5. “First sketch” from Five Sketches, mm. 1–4 
 
 
Figure 6.  Opening of “Alborada del gracioso” from Miroirs by Ravel, mm. 1–4 
  The pitch collection found in the opening section (mm. 1–10) partially represents 
Phrygian mode with D as tonic. The melodic line (mm. 1–10) features notes of the 
pentatonic mode G-A-C-D-E. In m.7 the first inversion of the C major chord is outlined 
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in the melody. The melodic line is restated within the section A (mm.33–44) except for 
the C major chord, which reappears in its root position (m.39). The texture of the opening 
section A (mm. 1–10) consists of two layers: the upper part features a melodic line while 
the lower line presents a free counterpoint which occasionally doubles the melody. For 
example, in mm. 2 and 4 the implied voice of the counterpoint recites note D4, doubling 
the melodic line one octave below. In m.3 the first two melodic notes – C5 and D5 are 
similarly doubled one octave below by the lower part, and the last two notes (G4 and A4) 
are doubled a third below.  
 The following table 7 represents the phrase structure of the first sketch: 
Section Phrase Measure no. 
1 1–4 
2 5–8 
A 
3 8–10 
1 10–13 
2 14–15 
3 16–17 
4 18–19 
5 20 
6 21 
7 22–23 
8 24–26 
9 27 
10 28 
11 29 
12 30 
B 
13 31–32 
1 33–36 
2 36–40 
A’ 
3 40–42 
Codetta 1 42–44 
Table 7. “First sketch” from Five Sketches: table of phrases with corresponding measure 
numbers 
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 Section A (mm. 1–10) is built of three phrases (mm.1–4, 4–8, 8–9) the beginnings 
and endings of which overlap. All three phrases also have similar beginnings, though the 
second phrase is the longest and most developed. Shlonsky avoids strong cadences so as 
to create continuity. The ending of the first phrase in m.4 leads to s5ˆ  (As). The ending of 
the second phrase in mm.7–8 features natural 7ˆ  (C) giving a modal suggestion. The third 
phrase (mm. 8–9) does not introduce any new material, allowing for a more striking 
effect of the changes introduced at the beginning of section B in m.10: unambiguous F 
sharp major sonority, faster tempo marked as piu vivo (e=132) and ostinato 
accompaniment.  
 Section B features a faster tempo, ostinato accompaniment (mm.10–13), 
pentatonic collections (mm. 10–13, 21, 31), parallel triadic sonorities (mm. 28, 29, 31), 
and contrasting thematic materials. Four distinctive motives are juxtaposed with each 
other and shape the form of this section: “climbing seconds” motive (mm. 11–13), “slide” 
motive (mm. 14–15), “rise” motive (mm. 16–17) and “arpeggio” motive (m.21). Each 
motivic appearance is long enough to constitute a phrase. 
 The accompaniment extensively uses triad F sharp major chords in ostinato-style 
(mm. 10–13), which serve as tonal centers for the chromatic parts. (Shlonsky also uses 
ostinato in the third movement of the Five Sketches). The ostinato pattern features four 
eighth notes: first two are slurred and the last two are marked staccato.  
 The first motive introduced in the right hand in m.11 (see fig. 7) and is further 
developed in m.13 featuring one melodic and one harmonic second interval; this motive 
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originates in section A (mm. 5–6), where the melodic line also features “climbing” 
second intervals. 
 
Figure 7. “First sketch” from Five Sketches, mm. 11–13: first motive 
 A new “slide”-motive appears in mm. 14–15 and features dotted rhythm and a 
slide. It is unclear whether Shlonsky had on mind a baroque prototype of the ornament, 
its Klezmer relative glitshn (see fig. 8), or both.74 Descending motion and the slide 
provide the slide-motive with a gentle character in spite its dotted rhythm. 
 
Figure 8. “First sketch” from Five Sketches, mm. 14–16: “slide” and “rising” motives 
 An additional “rising” motive is featured in m.16 (see fig. 9). The motive is very 
energetic due to the ascending motion, dotted rhythm, and pauses, and is subdivided into 
a series of short expressive gestures. The two contrasting motives – the “rising”-motive 
and the “slide”-motive – are juxtaposed to each other throughout the B section: the slide-
                                                        
74
 Glitshn in Yiddish means glissando. 
“slide”-motive “rising”-motive 
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motive in mm. 14–15 is followed by the rising-motive in mm. 16–17; the slide-motive in 
mm. 18–19 is followed by the rising-motive in m.20.  
 Different types of accompaniment are associated with these two motives. Both 
types seem to originate from the ostinato pattern, featuring two slurred and two staccato 
eighth notes. The first type of accompaniment corresponds to the “slide”-motive and 
features similar to ostinato succession of slur and staccato indications (e.g. m.14), while 
occasionally the slur is dropped out (e.g. m.15). The second type of accompaniment 
appears with the “rising”-motive: some of its beats are subdivided into one eighth and 
two 16th notes instead of two eighth notes as in the ostinato pattern. For example in m.16 
and m.20 the second and the fourth beats of the accompaniment are subdivided; in mm. 
25–26 all beats are subdivided. 
 In m.21 a new motive appears in the left hand featuring a pentatonic collection F-
G-A-B-D through ascending and descending arpeggios as shown in the figure 9: 
 
 
Figure 9. “First sketch” from Five Sketches, mm. 21–23: “arpeggio”-motive  
“arpeggio”-motive  
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  The right hand in m.21 presents a variation on the first motive of climbing 
seconds. The “slide”-motive appears again in mm. 22–23 followed by the new arpeggio-
motive in the left hand part and the variation on the “rising”-motive; this variant of the 
“rising”-motive lacks the dotted rhythm. In m.25 both a modified “rising”-motive (in the 
right hand) and a “slide”-motive (in the left hand) appear simultaneously and are 
followed by two entrances of the  “arpeggio”-motive (mm. 28 and 30), and the last 
restatement of rise motive in m.29. The culmination passage in mm. 31–32 marked 
fortissimo, molto crescendo and marcatissimo features a series of triadic sonorities that 
harmonize the melodic line in the right hand. Black (pentatonic) and white 
(Dorian/Aeolian) collections are juxtaposed: Cf-Df-Ff-Gf-Af and D-E-F-G-A-(Bs)-B-
C. The Bs occurs only once on the second beat of m.32. 
 The more tonally stable episodes (such as mm. 10–13, 20) alternate with 
modulating passages (e.g. mm. 14–15, which travel through C flat major, B flat major 
and C major). F sharp major is presented more often, at the beginning of the B section in 
the left hand part (mm. 10–13), briefly at m.16 (disguised as G flat major), in the middle 
of the section B in the right hand part (mm. 24–27) and the end of the section B in the left 
hand part (mm. 29–32). In addition to being one of Shlonsky’s favorite key areas, F sharp 
major in this movement is juxtaposed with E flat minor (enharmonic parallel minor): 
figurations in the left hand part feature E flat minor in measure 28, and the same 
figurations albeit enharmonically notated in flats appear again in measure 30 in F sharp 
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major; later on E flat minor chord finishes the piece (mm. 42–44). Section B is clearly 
associated with F sharp major. 
 Section A’ (mm. 33–44) restates material of section A (mm. 1–9) with several 
modifications. For example, featured pedal points (D3-As and C3-Gs3) in the left hand in 
mm. 33–44 make tonal implications clearer than when first heard in section A: D and As 
(mm. 1–2, 4, 8). The last note of the melody in the third phrase is harmonized by E flat 
major (m.42) compared to F sharp major in the corresponding place (m.10). Parallel 
triadic sonorities introduced in mm. 42–44 juxtapose E flat major (m.42), and E flat 
minor (m.44) on the shimmering second C and D in the right hand – the only two pitches 
remaining from the pervasive D minor of the section A’. Five eighth notes outline a 
pattern of 3+2 and this pattern is repeated three times in the right hand suggesting a 
polyrhythm against the left hand as shown in the figure 10 below:  
 
Figure 10. “First sketch” from Five Sketches, mm. 41–44: polyrhythm in lento codetta  
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Performance Guide and List of Corrections Based on the Manuscript 
 The manuscript provides with the approximate duration time (1 min 30 sec) and 
with the date and place of completion: November 10 1947, Tel Aviv.75 
• Measure 5: the slur in the right hand ends on the third beat, and a new slur begins 
from the fourth beat and goes to the third beat of the next measure. The slur in the 
left hand also begins on the fourth beat and goes uninterrupted to the third beat of 
the next measure.  
• Measure 6: the slur over the last three eighth notes in the left hand continues to 
the two eighth notes of the following measure.  
• Measure 10: the metronome mark is e=132;  
• Measure 13: the last four 8th notes in the left hand are connected by one slur 
without any staccato dots; 
• Measure 14: all 8 eighth notes underneath the melody are staccato;  
• Measure 16: the 16th note pick-up to the fourth beat is a single pitch B4. In the 
second beat of the left hand, D4 is flat; 
• Measure 20: b is the dynamics in this measure. The two E5 notes in the right 
hand are not tied;  
                                                        
75
 Jerusalem, the National Library of Israel, MUS 070 item A107. 
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• Measure 21: the last 16th note of the second beat is D3. Fingering is suggested in 
the right hand for the first and second beats: the descending line of E5-Df5-E4- 
Df4 can be executed with the thumb;  
• Measure 22: all eight eighth notes in the left hand are marked staccato;  
• Measure 24: the second eighth note in the right hand should be played one octave 
higher – Cf6. The first slur in the left hand goes over seven 16th notes; the 
second slur starts on the third beat;  
• Measure 28: the suggested fingering in the right hand is 3 2 1 for the first three 
16th notes as well as 1 2 for the first two 16th notes of the third beat. In the left 
hand the 16th notes passage can start with the fingers 2 and 1. The penultimate 
16th note in the left hand is Gf3;  
• Measure 29: the soprano is doubled in the last three chords of the right hand (third 
and fourth beats): (1) G4-C5-E5-G5, (2) G4-C5-E5-G5, (3) C5-F5-A5-C6.  
• Measure 30: both last eighth notes in the right hand are marked sforzando; 
• Measure 34: the pedal should be held for at least two measures (no sign of pedal 
release later on); 
• Measure 40: no slur between D4 and A3 in the left hand;  
• Measure 42: no metronome mark and no n in the MS; 
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• Measure 44: only c. 
Section Three: Second Sketch 
 The second sketch is composed in a developmental form, and is comprised of two 
sections joined by a development section. The following table 8 illustrates the form and 
chain of the thematic groupings, with corresponding measure numbers, tempo and 
metronome markings from both MS and the IMI edition.  
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Section A Development B Coda 
Thematic 
grouping 
1 2 3 4 3 5  Thematic 
groupings  
no. 1–5  
and 6 
1+5 2+4 6 3 4 3 5 1, 2 & 
4 
Measure no. 1–7 7–10 11 12 13 14–16 16–25 26–27 28–30 31–32 33 34 35 36–37 38–40 
Tempo and 
metronome 
indications 
in IMI 
edition 
lentamente (e=56=60)  meno mosso (in m.38); 
grave (in m.39) 
Tempo and 
metronome 
indications 
in MS 
lentamente (e=66)  meno mosso (in m.38); 
grave (in m.39) 
 Table 8. Form of ”Second sketch” from Five Sketches 
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The first section (mm. 1–25) presents a chain of thematic groupings; the second 
section (mm. 26–40) modifies and restates them in a slightly permutated order, as shown 
in the table 8. The first thematic grouping (mm. 1–7) features two part texture and free 
counterpoint. In the opening thematic grouping, three points of imitation take place in 
otherwise free contrapuntal relationship between the two parts. The first point of 
imitation take place in the first measure when the three note opening gesture (G4-A4-D4) 
in the right hand is imitated by the left hand a minor second lower and with two eight 
note delay (Ff4-Gf4-Cf4). The imitation can be heard to represent motivic 
development.  
 Free contrapuntal relationships exist between the parts until another point of 
imitation take place in mm. 2–3. The three-note gesture in the right hand (D5-E5-A5) is 
again imitated by the left hand a minor second lower with two quarter note delay (Cf5-
Df5-Gf4). The last note of the imitation modifies the registral contour by descent, 
perhaps to avoid voice crossing with the right hand. Notably, the statements in both 
points of imitation are collections of white keys, juxtaposed with the imitative responses, 
featuring collection of black keys. The relationship between the parts after m.3 remains 
contrapuntal until the third point of imitation takes place in m.6. In m.4 the right hand 
switches to black keys while the left hand turns to white keys. The third point of imitation 
restates the first point of imitation in a higher register while the statement occurs in the 
left hand and the imitation in the right hand.  
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 The first thematic grouping consists of six short phrases which create a call and 
response pattern between the right and left hands. In modification, the last phrase (m.6) 
repeats the first phrase (m.1) in a higher register in the opposite order (fig. 6). The 
melodic second interval is an important feature of the first thematic block; this can be 
seen in the following figure 6: 
 
Figure 11. “Second sketch” from Five Sketches, mm. 1–7 
 The second thematic grouping (mm. 7–10) presents syncopation, expansion of the 
low register and a continuation of the dialog between the right and the left hands. This 
passage features imitation procedure in transposition (a minor second down) between the 
statement in the left hand in m.7, introducing pitches F, G, C and D as well as the 
response in the right hand in m.8, transposing the material up a minor second, but 
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permuting the order to Cf-Df-Ff-Gf and descending in overall contour. In addition to 
sharing collections of pitches related in transposition, the two gestures share the same 
rhythmic pattern and provide the passage with the sense of modified sequence. The pitch 
collection of measure 10 represents Dorian mode on E creating an effect of dominant for 
the upcoming structural arrival on A2 in m.11.  
 The third and the fourth thematic groupings alternate in mm. 11–13 (shown in fig. 
12). The third grouping features a “three-hand” effect in m.11: the left hand repeats 
syncopated chords in the middle register (middle layer) while the right hand crosses over 
to play a bass note. The fourth thematic grouping (m.12) is characterized by a chordal 
skip (F5-A5-F5), and a polytonal texture, created by F sharp major and D sharp minor 
triads in the left hand against F major implied in the right hand. The third thematic 
grouping is restated in m.13; the last repeated note is raised to create a smooth voice 
leading to the G major triad, opening the fifth idea in m.14.  
 
 
Figure 12. “Second sketch” from Five Sketches, mm. 9–12: third (solid) and fourth (dashed) 
thematic groupings 
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 The fifth thematic grouping (mm. 14–16) combines two main features: longer 
melodic lines in eighth notes introduced in the right hand, originating from the first 
thematic grouping and similarly featuring three-note upbeats, and alternations of 
neighboring seconds written in 16th notes (e.g. Cf-Df and Cd-Dd in m.14). The arrival 
of the Es-F-A-B sonority in m.16 which originates from the syncopated chords of the 
second thematic grouping has structural importance: this arrival marks the beginning the 
development section, a reworking of all the ideas featured in the first section. This 
“cadential” chord is modified to include Ds-Es at the downbeat of m.38, here marking the 
beginning of the coda. 
 In the development section, thematic groupings are juxtaposed to each other, 
combined together and modified through transposition, diminution and augmentation. For 
example, in the left hand of m.16, the long line of the second grouping appears in 
diminution (consisting of 16th notes instead of eighth notes) and is juxtaposed against the 
right hand’s sonorities outlining the motive of the fourth thematic grouping (chordal skip 
of a third) in augmentation (here in eighth notes instead of 16th notes). In m.18, the 
material of the fourth idea in the right hand is combined with the 16th note passage of the 
fifth ”neighboring note” thematic idea, featured in the left hand. Syncopated chords from 
the second thematic grouping are presented in diminution in the right hand in m.19.  
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 A new sixth thematic grouping featuring echo is presented in mm.21–22.76 The 
“echo”-idea originates from the third thematic grouping, and features similarly 
syncopated chords against pulsing quarter notes. This “echo”-idea is followed by a fifth 
thematic grouping (m.23) which is presented in the reversed order (compared to mm. 14–
16): the 16th notes are in the right hand and the long line of eighth notes is in the left 
hand. A two-part texture, featuring free counterpoint and two points of imitation (mm. 
24–25), resembles the first thematic grouping in diminution by using 16th notes instead 
of eighth and foreshadows the beginning of section B, restating the ideas of the section A.  
 Section B begins in m.26 with the restatement of the opening gestures from 
section A (mm.1–2): the motive Ff4-Gf4-Cf4-Df4 appears in the right hand (instead of 
the left as in section A) and is marked with accents. Simultaneously, the motive G4-A4-
D4-E4 is presented in diminution in the left hand using 16th notes instead of eighths. The 
melodic line in the right hand of the modified second idea (mm. 27–30) features the same 
pitch collection as that presented in the left hand in m.7–8: F-G-A-C-D. The culmination 
in m.30 is followed by an insert of the “echo”-idea (mm. 31–32), and the third “three-
hand”-idea in m.33. The series of ideas from mm. 33–37 repeats that of mm. 11–15.  
 The sonority of Ds2-Es2-Ds3, which begins the coda meno mosso in m.38 is a 
transposition of the chord Es4-F4-Es5 in m.16: both chords have structural importance 
mark the beginning of the development section and coda. Measure 39 briefly introduces 
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 Shlonsky marked this passage “a dehors”, a misspelling of the French term en dehors or 
“outside”. 
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the B flat minor triad, which is transformed into a B flat major triad in the last measure. 
The triad is obscured by the E1-E2 bass, until the pedal is completely lifted on the fourth 
beat of the measure, featuring the sustained B flat major chord. 
Performance Guide and List of Corrections Based on the Manuscript 
• The metronome mark in the MS is e=66; 
• Measures 3 & 4: no accent marks in the prolonged notes in the left hand; 
• Measure 7: the first octave in the right hand should be doubled (D5 – D6). The 
following chord has the same octave with a Cf6. There is no n mark in the left 
hand;  
• Measure 8: the first eighth note in the left hand is a four-note chord: B2-F3-A3-
B3; 
• Measure 10: the first eighth note in the right hand is an octave: B4-B5;  
• Measure 12: there is an F4 eighth note on the downbeat in the right hand, instead 
of the written eighth rest;  
• Measure 16: the downbeat chord in the left hand is as follows: Es4-F4-Es5; 
• Measure 19: the downbeat in the left hand is an octave Gf4-Gf5. Moreover there 
are no tenuto marks over the chords in the right hand;  
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• Measure 20: the downbeat in the left hand is an octave C2-C1. Treble clef should 
appear right after this, before the following octaves C4-C5. The treble clef is in 
effect until measure 23;  
• Measure 21: the MS states a dehors – apparently a misspelled French term en 
dehors. No tenuto marks over the right hand part;  
• Measure 22: no tenuto marks over the right hand part; 
• Measure 25: the first rhythmical figure in the left hand exx should be performed 
as xxe; there is no staccato dot over the tied D6 in the second beat of the right 
hand part; 
• Measure 26: all the accents 6 should be marked as 5 in the right hand; the last 
eighth note in the right hand – A5 - is doubled with A4; the second 16th note in 
the third beat in the left hand is doubled with Cf3; the first 16th note in the fourth 
beat in the left hand is Ff2; finally, the pedal should be pressed with the second 
16th note of the third beat; 
• Measure 27: the pedal should be released at the downbeat; 
• Measure 28: the left hand should be read in treble clef, i.e. the first note is D4; 
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• Measure 30: the first eighth note of the second beat in the right hand is a 3 note 
chord: D5-C6-D6; the third 16th note of the second beat in the left hand is 
doubled with an eighth note b; 
• Measure 31: the MS states c and espressivo; 
• Measure 33: no tenuto marks over the melody; 
• Measure 33: there is an F4 eighth note on the downbeat in the right hand, instead 
of the written eighth rest; 
• Measure 36: the word espressivo appears above the right hand staff at the 
beginning of the measure; 
• Measure 37: asks for crescendo instead of molto crescendo; rit appear at the third 
beat; 
• Measure 38: the MS again asks for espressivo (between the staves) in addition to 
another one on the second half of the third beat in the left hand; no c; 
• Measure 40: a curved line guides a short release of the pedal right before the last 
beat and an immediate application of it again; moreover there is a diminuendo 
lasting from the sforzando to the third beat. 
Section Four: Third Sketch 
 The third movement from Five Sketches is based on a basso ostinato and features 
strophic form. The following table 9 shows the form of the third sketch and includes 
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corresponding measure numbers and the comparisons between the IMI edition and the 
MS.  
Section A (Intro) A’  A’’ Coda 
Measure no. 1–8 9–16 17–24 25–28 
Metronome and 
tempo markings 
in IMI edition 
lento con 
melancolia  
(e=66) 
espessivo - dolce 
Metronome and 
tempo markings 
in MS  
lento con 
melancolia  
(w=66) 
espessivo - dolce 
Table 9. Form of ”Third sketch” from Five Sketches 
  The eight-measure introduction (mm. 1–8) presents the ostinato for the first time. 
The eighth-measure pattern is restated two more times (mm. 9–16 and 17–24) and 
supports a melody that starts in m.9. The ostinato establishes D as tonal center and tonic 
of a Phrygian mode pitch collection.  
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Figure 13. “Third sketch” from Five Sketches, mm. 1–8 
 The ostinato part consists of two four-measure phrases, both ending on D. In the 
third sketch Shlonsky composes long melodic lines, often spanning over nearly three 
octaves: for example, the span of the second phrase (mm. 16–20) is a compound seventh 
over two octaves – A3-G6. The melodic phrases are of irregular length and capricious 
contour and do not follow the periodicity of the square ostinato pattern. For example, the 
second phrase (mm. 12–17) is extended by elision with third phrase (mm. 17–20). The 
second and fifth phrases (mm. 12–16 and 20–24) feature an upbeat anacrustic ascending 
triplet. This triplet provides feeling of motion as juxtaposed with the static basso ostinato. 
 The ostinato part in the left hand features two layers of texture: octaves and inner 
quarter notes. The octaves repeat anapestic motive “short-short-long”, while the inner 
quarter notes features the descending second A2-G2 (except for m.4 where the second 
changes the direction and m.5 featuring a descending four-note scale C3-B2-A2-G2). The 
octaves repeat the same pitches throughout the measure in the first and the last measures 
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of the ostinato pattern (mm. 1 and 8). In five measures (mm. 2–5 and 7) the octaves 
repeat the first pitch and throughout the measure but change at the last note to give a 
feeling of motion. Only one measure (m.6) features a change of the pitch on the second 
beat rather then the fourth; the descending melodic fourth F-C (m.5) can be heard to 
resolve to the descending melodic third E-C.  
 The pitch collection of the melodic line features Phrygian mode based on D. The 
melodic contour of the first phrase (mm.9–12) introduces a tritone G4-Cf5 in m.9. The 
second note is syncopated and can be heard as an unresolved leading tone, providing the 
melody with contour angularity. Since the tritone is preceded by a fourth interval and 
followed by a major third, the lack of resolution enhances the tonal instability of the 
passage. Another tritone (A5-Es5) comes back at the end of the phrase in m.12, again 
lacking any stepwise motion, thus contributing to tonal obscurity. In addition to the 
tritone’s in m.9, m.10 features syncopation by means of suspension (see fig. 14).  
 The second phrase (mm. 12–17) introduces a triplet upbeat motive in the right 
hand, providing an energetic impulse to the ascending melodic motion, climbing from 
Bs3 to E6 (see fig. 14). Acting in a different role, the triplet motive at the end of m. 14 in 
the right hand is followed by a passage of a small range and repeats the same three notes 
of the triplet (Bs4-C5-D5). An elision of the second phrase to the third phrase takes place 
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in the m.16. The second phrase continues into m.17, reaching the dynamic and registral 
culmination on the second eighth note of m.17 (G6 – the highest pitch in the movement).  
 
 
Figure 14. “Third sketch” from Five Sketches, mm. 9–14: tritones, syncopations and triplets 
 The third phrase begins after the eighth note pause in m.17, featuring a 
descending three-note upbeat and is followed by gradual reduction of the dynamic 
intensity (e.g. piano in m. 18) and lower register. The third phrase features the first 
melodic closure on D4 in m.19–20. This melody note is repeated four times and is also 
heard in the left hand octaves in m.20, thus reaffirmed as tonal center.  
 The fourth phrase (mm. 20–24) presents a modified contour of the second phrase 
(mm. 12–17): the second beat of m.21 features an additional triplet-motive impulse, 
creating one ascending line from Bs3 to D6. At the top of the phrase, an iambic melodic 
second (D6-C6) on the third beat of m.21 is reversed and descends, recalling the 
tritone  
tritone and syncopation syncopation  
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ascending C6-D6 heard at the beginning of the phrase in m. 13. The triplet fourth beat in 
m.22 recalls that of m.14, while the following measure (m.23) transposes the material of 
m.15 a perfect fifth down. The high register whole note D6 in m.24 ends the phrase. 
“Sighing” instable inner seconds in basso ostinato call for continuation.  
 The basso ostinato is excluded from the first two measures of the coda (mm. 25–
28). The right hand part in mm. 25–26 consists of two-part texture developed through 
free counterpoint. Measure 25 features D major, changing to D minor in the following 
measure. The second beat of m.26 also presents a tritone G5-Cf6, whose stepwise 
resolutions outward to F and D help to define the tonal center as D. Two additional 
tritones B4-F5 and F5-B5 on the last beat of m.26 lead to an F major sonority in m.27. 
Parallel harmonies of F major and F sharp major triads lead to the ending D minor triad 
in m.28. 
Performance Guide and List of Corrections Based on the Manuscript 
 The piece was completed in September 1947. The metronome mark stated in the 
MS is w=66, which means twice faster than the IMI printed e=66; 
• Measure 5: the quarter notes in the inner voice should be connected with one long 
slur – perhaps to emphasize the descending line C3-B2-A2-G2 versus the 
“sighing” intonation in repeated A2-G2; 
• Measure 7: the diminuendo fork lasts from the first to the last beat of the measure; 
• Measures 8–14: the two-note slur format remains up until measure 15; 
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• Measure 9: the slur in the right hand starts on the downbeat and lasts till the end 
of the measure; 
• Measure 10–12: the slur begins on the downbeat of measure 10 and lasts until the 
third beat of measure 12 without interruptions; 
• Measure 16: the crescendo fork should be placed on the third and fourth beats, 
rather than first and second; 
• Measure 17: an accent 5 should be placed over the first eighth note of the second 
beat in the right hand; this beat is additionally emphasized by a short slur over its 
two eighth notes; an additional accent and the same short slur appear in the 
repetition of the figure one octave lower at the end of the measure (three last 
eighth notes accordingly); 
• Measure 22: no v is featured in this measure; additionally a long slur takes its 
beginning from the third eighth note in the right hand, and runs all the way 
through measure 22, 23 and 24 till it arrives to high D6;  
• Measure 23: no rallentando is mentioned in the MS; 
• Measure 24: two-note slurs come back over the pairs of quarter notes in the inner 
voice of the left hand; 
• Measure 26: a ritenuto instead of rallentando appears in the MS; 
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• Measure 27: the quarter note in the inner voice of the second beat in the left hand 
is G2; the last beat of the same pat is a chord Cf2-E2-G2 (quarter note) and Cf3-
A2 (eighth notes).  
Section Five: Fourth Sketch 
 The fourth sketch is written in a ternary form ABA. The following table 15 
illustrates the form, and shows corresponding measure number, as well as the 
comparisons between the IMI edition and the MS. 
 
Section A B Transition A 
Measure No. 1–10 11–32 30–35 36–47 
Tempo and 
metronome 
markings at the IMI 
edition 
molto tranquillo 
(e=63–66) 
allegro subito  
(r=108) 
One measure 
later -allegretto 
capriccioso  
(e=80–84) 
meno mosso 
in m.33 
(e=80) 
Tempo I 
(r=63–
66) 
Tempo and 
metronome 
markings based on 
the MS 
(discrepancies in 
bold) 
adagio 
tranquillo. 
transparent 
especially in 
dolce 
(e=52) 
allegretto 
capriccioso  
(e=84–88) 
meno mosso 
(e=76) 
a tempo  
(e=52) 
Table 10. Form of “Fourth sketch” from Five Sketches 
 Piano idioms found in the music of French impressionist composers Shlonsky 
may have been influenced by, during her studies with Nadia Boulanger. For example, 
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texture of the sections A and A’ suggest influence of Ravel’s “Ondine” from Gaspard de 
la nuit (1908): the following two figures compare the opening of the fourth sketch and 
the opening of “Ondine”: 
 
Figure 15. "Fourth sketch” from Five Sketches, mm. 1–4 
 
Figure 16. “Ondine” from Gaspard de la nuit by Ravel, mm. 1–4 
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 Shlonsky uses contrast in different layers of the fourth sketch to shape its form. 
The principle of contrast is employed in various aspects such as texture, meter, dynamics, 
black and white collections, note duration, articulation and registers.  The transparent 
Ondine-like sections A and A’ are juxtaposed with the energetic tango-like section B.  
 In section A (mm. 1–10) the long notes of the melody are juxtaposed with the 
16th and 32nd notes figurations split between the hands. The combination of the both 
hands’ figurations presents the white and black keys collections: F4-A4-B4 in the right 
hand and Df4-Ff4-Gf4-Af4 in the left hand. Each collection is molded in the following 
rhythmic pattern: tyytt. The pattern is repeated four times in each measure in either 
partial or complete format. Two first partial repetitions feature only two notes from each 
collection: Gf4-Af4 and A4-B4. The last two complete repetitions present all the 
pitches.  
 The first phrase (mm. 1–3) is built around the double neighboring motive C5-D5-
E5-D5 in the melodic line, written in quarter and half notes (starts on the fourth beat of 
m.1). The accompaniment is juxtaposed to this slowly moving melodic contour, features 
two pulsations of four-note collection and two pulsations of six-note collection per 
measure, and shapes the phrases.  
 The second phrase (mm. 4–5) features three-hand effect by introducing octaves 
above and beneath the fast figurations (see fig. 15, m.4). The phrase introduces two 
additional pitches (F and G doubled in octave) to the melodic line. The fast figurations 
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undergo modifications starting m.4: the first melodic seconds of the second and fourth 
figurations are transposed a tritone up in m.4; in m.5 the first melodic second of the 
second figuration is transposed a perfect fourth up, while the fourth figuration is 
transposed a tritone up. The figurations feature accented notes (e.g. mm. 4–6 on the 
second and fourth beats of the figurations) 
 The third phrase (mm. 6–7) further expands the pitch collection in the melodic 
line, presenting C-D-E-F-G-As-B. This collection can be interpreted as a harmonic C 
major, or modified Phrygian mode on E with a flat 4ˆ . The melody doubles the speed, 
using eights and quarters instead of quarters and half notes. The phrase resembles an 
arch, climbing from F5 (m.6) to E6 and descending to B4 (m.7). Incomplete black 
pentatonic collection is presented in the left hand passage in m.7 (the right hand 
completes the missing As). The phrase concludes on Es augmented triad, emphasized by 
the melodic octave B3-B4 and a threefold repetition of the figuration in mm. 7–8.  
 The melody in mm. 8–9 suggests an E major harmony, while the sixth G3-Es 
from the Es augmented triad in the left hand is transposed a whole tone up, and implies D 
major. The end of m.9 presents a brief arrival of both hands to E major, shown in fig. 17: 
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Figure 17. "Fourth sketch” from Five Sketches, mm. 9–10: E major 
 Section B begins with a one measure transition passage written out in 32nd notes. 
The main characteristics of the section include habanera’s tresillo mixed meter 3+3+2, 
tango-like anapestic “short-short-long” rhythms, syncopations and parallel triad 
harmonies.77 For example the mixed rhythm is clear in the articulation pattern of m.12: 
the first 16th note is accented, and slurred to the following 16th note, while the third note 
is marked staccato. This articulation creates a pattern of “strong-weak-weak”. This three-
note figure is repeated again. It is followed by an addition two-note figure, featuring an 
accent on the first note, and slurred to the second note, thus establishing a “strong-weak” 
relationship. The succession of “strong-weak-weak”-“strong-weak-weak”-“strong-weak” 
illustrates the idea of mixed habanera meter of accentuation pattern. Mixed meter is 
featured in mm. 12–20. Syncopations are introduced by means of accents and articulation 
(two note slurs superimpose the “strong-weak” relationships regardless of metric 
position).  
                                                        
77
 Tresillo is a rhythmic pattern of dividing eight pulses into two groups of three and one group of 
two (123-123-12). This rhythmic pattern in common in habanera, and several types of tango such 
as tango canyengue.  
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 Successions of parallel harmonies provide rich sonority without implying tonal 
affiliation. Descending and ascending successions shape the melodic contour and phrases, 
for example the descending row of parallel triad chords in the right hand (mm. 12–13) 
shape the first half of the first phrase (mm.12–15) of the section B.   
 The first phrase after the transition passage (mm. 12–15) presents two measures 
of plain 16th notes (mm. 12–13) followed by two measures ending with an anapestic 
pattern “short-short-long” (mm. 14–15). Parallel harmonies (B diminished, A minor, G 
major, F major, E minor, F major and E flat minor triads) are featured in the right hand in 
the same line. Occasional triadic sonorities appear in the left hand in both horizontal and 
vertical formats, for example the B diminished triad in m.12 and a vertical G flat major 
triad in m.14. The following second phrase (mm.16–19) restates the rhythmic pattern 
introduced in mm. 14–15. Triad chords are in introduced in this phrase in both vertical 
and horizontal formats. 
 The third phrase (mm. 20–23) features an expansion of the major seventh G-F 
appearing on the third beat in the left hand, and repeated in the right twice on the fourth 
beat. Due to the expansion, m.21 is twice as long as the preceding measure. The right 
hand (third beat) imitates the left hand (second beat). The lead-in to m.22 is highlighted 
by a two-note unison C-B, and the first beat of m.22 features the black and white 
collections (B-C-E and Ff-Gf-Af) resembling the fast chromatic pitch collections of the 
section A.  
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 The fourth phrase (mm. 24–27) introduces 5/8 meter and a bass ostinato pattern. 
The octaves in rhythmic pattern in the left hand sound stronger than single notes. Their 
pattern implies the following grouping of 16th notes: 2+3+3+2. The right hand in the 
fourth phrase features parallel harmonies, as shown in the figure 18 below: 
 
Figure 18. “Fourth sketch” from Five Sketches, mm. 23–25: mixed meter 
  The return of the 2/4 time signature in the fifth phrase (m.28–29) brings back the 
steady pulsation of the 16th notes combined with the anapestic “short-short-long” 
rhythmic patterns. The transition (mm. 30–35) begins with the 32nd note run in the right 
hand, next to the tango-rhythm in the left hand. The 32nd note run is an expanded 
restatement of the transition in m.11. A shift to 16th note triplets is juxtaposed with 32nd 
quadruplets in m.32, slows down the speed. The 16th note triplet passage features 
homorhythmic doublings between the hands (for example, second, fourth, sixth, seventh 
and eight eighth notes in m.31). 
 The melodic line superimposed over the triplets resembles the melody from the 
section A, transposed a half tone down. The 16th note triplets slow down in m.33 (meno 
mosso (e=76) and shift to eighth note triplets. In m.34 the contour of the fast figurations 
1   2 -1 2  3-1  2 3-1 2  |  1  2-1  2 3- 1  2 3-1  2 
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from section A appears first in the left hand, and at the end of the measure in the right 
hand. The figurations take part in imitative procedure between the right and the left hands 
in mm. 34–35, and lead to the beginning of section A’ in m.36. 
 Mm. 36–44 of the section A’ restate mm. 1–9 of the section A, transposed perfect 
fifth down (e.g. m.36) or perfect fourth up (m.42). Two melodic E notes in m.43 
foreshadow the final E major triad in m.47. They are followed by the melodic note A and 
an outline of the A major triad in m.44, which can be interpreted as a subdominant. The 
movement is concluded with the E major triad in mm. 46–47.  
Performance Guide and List of Corrections Based on the Manuscript 
 The tempo mark in the MS is adagio tranquillo, transparent, especially in dolce. 
The metronome mark is e=52.  
• Measure 3: the downbeat in the right hand is an octave: E4 – E5. The lower note 
is accented (5), while the first is tied to the fourth beat of the previous measure; 
• Measure 6: no b; 
• Measure 7: c appears at the beginning of the measure. Es4 in the third and 
fourth beats of the left hand should be tied; 
• Measure 9: there are no slurs connecting the accompanying motive across the 
hands. In fact, there is only one two-note slur in the left hand, and another two-
note slur over the two last 16th notes in the right hand in each motive; 
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• Measure 10: the last beat of the measure features two simultaneous forks – 
diminuendo for the left hand and crescendo for the right; 
• Measure 11: while the printed time signature of this measure is accurate (3/8), the 
MS states (1/4). By writing this, Shlonsky may have wanted to have a feeling of 
one beat rather than 3. Moreover, the tempo and metronome changes are as 
follows: allegretto capriccioso e=84/88; 
• Measure 12: no additional change of tempo or metronome, as well as no request 
for marcato and m; 
• Measure 13: the first two 16th notes in the left hand are supposed to be slurred. A 
crescendo fork should be placed over the last three 16th notes of the measure; 
• Measure 16: an accent should be performed on the fourth 16th note of the first 
beat in the right hand. The last 16th note of the measure in the same hand is not 
staccato; 
• Measure 18: no staccato or accent are intended in the second beat of the right 
hand. The rhythmical figure of this beat is different of all others: it appears as 
tyytt, while similar figures look the following way: ttyyt. I assume this 
is one of Shlonsky’s rare musical typos.  
• Measure 19: there is a staccato mark only over the second 16th note in the left 
hand, while the following figure in the same measure has an accent only. This 
does not look as inconsistency, but a smart way to intensify the gesture; 
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• Measure 20: there is no slur between the last triad of the first beat and the first 
triad of the second, there is no m, no accent and no crescendo fork. There is, 
however, a staccato dot over the first triad chord of the second beat; 
• Measure 21: the second 16th note in the right hand has a staccato dot in addition 
to the accent. The penultimate 32nd note in the right hand is Cd6; 
• Measure 22: the slur over the last beat in the right hand should not cross the bar 
line; 
• Measure 23: the Es6 in the right hand is suggested to be played with 5th finger 
(similarly to the numerous five-note runs in a variety of Prokofiev’s piano music); 
• Measure 24: the metronome mark should appear at the beginning of this measure, 
and is r=132; 
• Measure 25–26: the four-note chords in the right hand are tenuto and do not have 
accents. The last four 16th notes in the right hand are supposed to be played 
staccato, not tenuto; 
• Measure 27: all five chords in the right hand do not have any articulation marks. 
There is an additional crescendo fork over the last three 16th notes of the right 
hand; 
• Measure 28: no accent on the second 16th note of the second beat in the left hand, 
and no staccato dot over the last 16th note of the right hand; 
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• Measure 29: no accent whatsoever in this measure; 
• Measure 30: no tenuto or accent marks, except for the sforzando on the first note; 
• Measure 31: no metronome change; 
• Measure 32: similarly to measure 31, the texture is divided onto broad melody 
presented in octaves, runs of triplets, and energetic exclamations of the inner 
voice. In order to maintain these three layers, there are rests in the right hand 
where the middle voice is silent. They are printed in measure 31, but neglected in 
this bar. Therefore, there are eighth rests in the middle voice on the first eighth 
note, third and seventh; 
• Measure 33: the metronome is changed to e=76. There is a regular diminuendo 
(not molto); a diagonal line points the continuation of the eighth note line to the 
lower E5 in the octave on the downbeat of the following measure; 
• Measure 35: features only one poco rallentando indication; 
• Measure 36: A Tempo e=52. The last quarter note in the right hand is not slurred 
to the following downbeat;  
• Measure 39: additional two-note slurs are featured at the beginning of each beat 
(in the left hand). The third beat is an octave B2s – Bs1
 
and is supposed to be 
performed tenuto; 
• Measure 41: no v; 
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• Measure 42: the middle voice played by the right hand should have stems;  
• Measure 43: the segmentation of the repeated accompanying motive results in two 
slurs per motive, rather than one long slur. Two notes in the left hand receive one 
slur, and the three notes of the right – a separate one. There are no accents on the 
first notes of every beat. The third beat in the right hand is not slurred to the 
fourth beat;  
• Measure 44: the same segmentation in slurs as in the previous measure. There is 
no c mark, but dolce; 
• Measure 45: does not have senza ritenuto, but meno mosso. The time signature is 
changed to 2/4; 
• Measure 46: does not have dynamic indications. 
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Section Six: Fifth Sketch 
 The fifth movement is through-composed, built of four sections A, B, C and 
Coda. The following table illustrates the form, including the measure numbers, tempo 
and metronome indications, and comparisons of the IMI edition and the MS.  
Section A B C Coda 
Measures no. 1–11 11–37 37–44 44–54 
Tempo and metronome 
markings in IMI edition 
allegro con 
grotesque 
(e=120–132) 
 
meno (e=112);  
in m.39 -  
a tempo subito 
(e=120–132) 
 
Tempo and metronome 
markings in MS  
allegro con 
grotesque 
(e=132–138) 
Same tempo, 
common time 
meno –  
no metronome 
indication 
a tempo 
Table 11. Form of ”Fifth sketch” from Five Sketches 
 Section A is a two-part texture, involving free counterpoint, imitative procedures 
and canonical inclusions. Section B features two patterns of modified rhythmic and 
melodic ostinato. Section C is a transition, featuring materials from both sections A and 
B. Coda reuses the thematic materials of all preceding sections A, B and C.  
 The opening sonority of section A (C-D-B-C), shown in figure 19, contains 
double neighboring tones of C. Neighboring tones are part of the motives presented in the 
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section, and consequently are involved in shaping the section. The first phrase (mm. 1–2) 
introduces the following two-note motives, shown in figure 19: (1) “second” motive, (2) 
“skip” motive, (3) “octave” motive. A three-note “turn” motive is featured in m.2, 
marked as (4) in fig. 19. This motive features three important characteristics, used further 
on in their various combinations: the anapestic rhythm, the double-neighboring tones, and 
the third note changing the direction of the melodic contour.  
 
 
Figure 19. “Fifth sketch” from Five Sketches, mm. 1–2: (1) “second”, (2) “skip”, (3) 
“octave” and (4) “turn” motives 
 The motives presented in section A feature ascending and descending motion; the 
intervals constructing the motives are occasionally replaced with their compound 
variants; and the melodic contour is frequently inversed. The motives are mostly 
horizontal, though the “octave” and “skip” motives appear in both vertical and horizontal 
formats. The motives are juxtaposed against each other to show contrary or similar 
motion, and participate in imitative procedures: for example the “turn” motive in the right 
hand on the second beat of m.2 is imitated by the left hand on the third beat, and by the 
right hand on the fourth beat. 
(2) 
(4) 
(3) 
(1) 
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 The right hand in the second phrase (mm. 3–4) repeats the right hand part of the 
first phrase (mm. 1–2) transposed a whole tone up. This transposition can be heard in the 
juxtaposition of the E major triad, outlined in the right hand in m.1 with the F sharp 
major triad outlined in the right hand in m.3 and the left hand in m.4. The left hand part in 
the second phrase is new, featuring two points of imitation: the F sharp major triad 
outlined in the right hand on the third and fourth beats of m.3 is repeated by the left hand 
in the following m.4 starting the second eighth note; the “turn” motive on the second beat 
of m.4 is imitated by the left hand on the third beat, and by the right hand again on the 
fourth beat.  
 The feeling of increased intensity featured in the following third, fourth and fifth 
phrases (mm. 5, 6 and 7) corresponds with shorter lengths of phrases and a rise to higher 
register. The new phrases are half as long as the first two, lasting only one measure each. 
Each following phrase begins in a higher register than the preceding one, for example the 
third phrase starts on Cf6, the fourth phrase on E6 and the fifth phrase on Gs6.  
 The third phrase features imitation: the first beat in the right hand is imitated by 
the second beat in the left hand in m.5. In the following two measures (mm. 6–7) the right 
hand imitates the left using canon as well as more flexible imitative procedures, as shown 
in the figure 20:  
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Figure 20. “Fifth sketch” from Five Sketches, mm. 3–7: points of imitation (dashed) and 
canon (solid) 
 A new four-note motive is introduced on the third beat of m.6 in the left hand, and 
imitated by the right hand. The motive can be interpreted as an extended modification of 
the “turn” motive. The four-note motive is flattened to move in one direction (last beat in 
the right hand of m.6). In measure 7 the four-note motive undergoes further 
modifications, and its length is doubled (first and second beats in the left hand in m.7).  
 The passage in mm. 8–10 has a transitional character. The three phrases of the 
passage - sixth, seventh and eighth phrases of the section (mm. 8, 9 and 10) - have similar 
structure: all three begin with an agogically accented interval of a third in the right hand, 
followed by 16th note figurations (“four-note” motives) and superimposed longer 
melodic notes and dotted note motives. These figurations in the right hand in m.8 feature 
“four-note” motive 
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three interlocking segments: a diatonic upper (G5-F5-E5-D5), and chromatic middle 
(Es5-D5-Ds5-C5-B4-Bs4) and lower (Ff4-Fd4-E4), as shown in figure 21:  
 
Figure 21. “Fifth sketch” from Five Sketches, mm. 8–9: interlocking segments 
A tritone B-F, outlined in both hands in m.10, leads to a sonority that adds to the pitches 
of the opening upbeat, C-D-F-G-A-C. 
 Section B (mm. 11–36) features two patterns of modified rhythmic ostinato. The 
first is two measures long, and appears for the first time in the left hand in mm. 11–12 
(see figure 21). The first ostinato pattern resembles an arch form, rising from C2 to B3 
and descending back to C2. Both ascending and descending parts have similar rhythmic 
patterns, start with a dotted rhythm (foreshadowed in mm. 7–9), and are followed by 
eighth notes. The end of the first ostinato features four 16th notes, creating a momentum 
to the beginning of the second ostinato in the right hand. Following the downbeat of the 
enhanced opening sonority C-D-F-G-A-C in m.11, the first ostinato outlines a major third 
on C emphasizing this pitch as a tonal center. 
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Figure 22. “Fifth sketch” from Five Sketches, mm. 10–12: “enhanced opening sonority” and 
first ostinato pattern 
 The introduction of the first ostinato in mm. 11–12 is followed by the second 
ostinato in the right hand in mm. 13–20, heard against repeats of the first ostinato (see 
figure 22). The second ostinato pattern is four times longer than the first ostinato. It 
features parallel harmonies built out of tritones, and longer note durations than that of the 
first ostinato. 
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Figure 23. “Fifth sketch” from Five Sketches, mm. 13–21: introduction of the second 
ostinato  
 The second ostinato features parallel trichords, built out of a tritone and a perfect 
fourth. This sonority is one of Shlonsky’s favorites, introduced in a variety of 
compositions, such as Still Life (e.g. m.43), “Meditation” from Youth Suite (e.g. mm. 1, 
7–8) and Reflection (e.g. m.12). Other trichords include combinations of a tritone with a 
third or a fifth; two fourths; a fifth and a third; and six-three and four-six chords. 
 The contour of the second ostinato also resembles an arch structure, gradually 
second ostinato 
first ostinato first ostinato 
first ostinato 
second ostinato 
new material 
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rising from Cf4 in m.13 to C6 in 17 and descending to Es4 in m.20. The rise and fall 
divides the second ostinato pattern into two halves of four measures each. The rhythmic 
pattern of this second ostinato superimposes a different division of phrases: mm. 13–14 
feature the combination of half and quarter notes, followed by the inclusion of eighth 
notes in m.15. These three measures can be seen as a phrase. The following phrase in 
mm. 16–18 features a similar three-measure rhythmic pattern. The last two measures of 
the second ostinato (mm. 19–20) can be heard as an extension of the eighth-note 
measures concluding the three-measure phrases.  
 Following an initial introduction in mm. 11–12, the modified first ostinato 
appears twice in the left hand, in mm. 13–14 and 15–16, juxtaposed with the second 
ostinato in the right hand. New material in the left hand featuring eighth and 16th notes 
follows in mm. 17–19 (see fig. 22), modifying gestures taken from the first ostinato, such 
as 16th note figures, stepwise motion, as well as introducing new ideas such as leaps 
outlining seconds and their compound variants, and neighboring motion, for example 
between G4-Ff4 in m.17. The partial restatement of the first ostinato in m.20 concludes 
the episode and foreshadows the return of this pattern in m.21. 
 Both first and second ostinato patterns return in m.21, in opposite hands, as if in 
invertible counterpoint: the second ostinato (mm. 21–28) is presented by the left hand, 
while the first ostinato (mm. 21–22) appears in the right hand. The first ostinato is 
followed by a prolonged phrase in mm. 23–27 of material heard in mm. 17–19, featuring 
scales, leaps of seconds and their compound variants, and neighboring motion. The 
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material introduced at the beginning of the first episode in the left hand in m.17 is 
repeated in the right hand in m.25. A partial return of the first ostinato pattern in the right 
hand in m.28 (similarly to m.20) foreshadows the third return of both ostinato patterns in 
m.29.  
 The third iteration of the combination of the first and second ostinato in mm. 29–
36 can be seen as a culmination of the section B, and is marked fortissimo. The section 
begins in the original disposition of hands for the ostinato patterns: left hand presents the 
first ostinato, and the right hand introduces the second ostinato. The first ostinato is 
transposed a half tone up: the opening gesture C-D-E now is presented as a Cf-Df-F. 
The first ostinato is partially restated, repeating the ascending section in mm. 29–30 and 
in m.33, alternating with the descending part of the ostinato in mm. 31–32 and 34–35. 
The second half of the ostinato is modified, lacking the 16th note ending.   
 The transition section C (mm. 37–43) contrasts with section B in several ways, 
such as slower tempo marked meno mosso; calmer mood suggested by the subito 
pianissimo and delicate indications; shorter note duration (eight and 16th notes instead of 
quarter and eighth used in section B). The C section uses parallel triadic sonorities: heard 
as vertical simultaneities in the right hand and as triadic figuration in the left hand. The 
first minor seventh chords (m.37) in both hands are a tritone apart (similar juxtaposition 
of two chords a tritone apart can be seen also at the beginning of “Grotesque” and “Song” 
from Pages from the Diary): A5-C6-E6-G6 in the right hand compared to Es4-Gs4-Bs4-
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Ds5 in the left hand. The first seven 16th notes the left hand of m.38 follows the right in 
canonic imitation.  
 The left hand in mm. 39–40 and m.42 uses the rhythm of the first ostinato, 
foreshadowing its upcoming appearance in m.44. The melodic notes (A4-As4-G4) in the 
right hand in m.39 are a tritone apart from the melodic notes (Es4-D4-Ds4) in the left 
hand.  
 The modified first ostinato comes back at the beginning of Coda in mm.44–45. 
The first half is introduced by the left hand (m.44), and the second half by the right hand 
(m.45). The ostinato is followed by the modified materials used in the transition passage 
of section A (mm. 8–10), such as an agogically accented chords on the second beat in 
m.46, and on the downbeat of m.47, followed by the 16th notes figurations (“four-note” 
motive), and the parallel triadic sonorities from section C (mm. 48, 51–53). An ascending 
scale in the left hand doubled in octave features Phrygian mode pitch collection built on 
C, the pitch center established by the first ostinato. The penultimate octave in the left 
hand in m.53 uses pitches G1-G2, and can be interpreted as a dominant to the following 
fourfold C, mixed with B. 
Performance Guide and List of Corrections Based on the Manuscript 
• The metronome marking in the MS is e=132/138; 
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• Measure 1: no forte sempre marcato indications; the fourth eighth note in the left 
hand is an octave Ff2-Ff3; 
• Measure 2: no crescendo on the second beat; 
• Measure 3: the last two eighth notes in the right hand should be played staccato 
(no slur); 
• Measure 5: the second beat in the right hand (two eighth notes) should be played 
staccato (no slur); 
• Measure 6: the first 16th note of the fourth beat in the right hand is Es5; 
• Measure 8: the first note of the fourth beat in the right hand B4 has an accent; 
• Measure 9: no accent on the first third in the right hand; crescendo above the third 
beat in the right hand and above the first beat in the left hand; both B4 16th notes 
on the first beat in the left hand are natural;  
• Measure 10: the last 16th note in the left hand Bs5 is marcato; 
• Measure 11: the meter changes from 4/4 to common time (2/2); 
• Measure 12: whole note rest in the right hand; 
• Measure 13: poco espressivo is indicated for the right hand; the second half note 
chord in the right hand has the following pitches - Ff3-Bd3-Df4; the slur in the 
left hand should connect two notes only – D2 and E2; 
• Measure 15: no slur in the left hand; 
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• Measure 16: the top note in the first chord in the right hand is Bs5; 
• Measure 21: no slur over the first two notes in the right hand; 
• Measure 23: the last eighth note of the second beat (F3) and the first eighth note 
of the third beat (F3) in the left hand should be tied;  
• Measure 24: a short crescendo is indicated on the third beat, following the 
sforzando; 
• Measure 29: only one forte is indicated; 
• Measure 30: the two eighth notes on the third beat in the left hand (F2/F3-G2) 
should be tied; 
• Measure 32: sempre marcato; 
• Measure 33: no slur over the first beat in the left hand; 
• Measure 35: the slur in the left hand is over two first notes of the measure; the 
second note in the left hand is Es3; 
• Measure 37: no metronome indication; delicate; 
• Measure 38: the last two notes in the right hand are 16th notes with 16th note rests 
between them; 
• Measure 39: no change of tempo, no metronome indication; no dynamic marking; 
dolce instead of delicate; 
• Measure 44: a tempo;  
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• Measure 45: the second triad chord on the second beat in the left hand is Cs4-Es4-
Gs4; 
• Measure 46: the last 16th note of the third beat in the right hand is G5 (not F5); 
• Measure 52: the first 16th note in the right hand should be doubled: Cf4-Cf5; the 
third and fourth 16th notes on the third beat in the right hand are Cd5-D5; the first 
eighth note on the fourth beat in the left hand is Gf2-D3-Gd3; 
• Measure 53: the last eighth note in the left hand is an octave G1-G2. 
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CHAPTER SIX: REFLECTION (1962) 
Section One: Composition Background 
 Reflection was composed in 1962, in Tel Aviv, premiered by the composer in 
1965, and published by the IMI in July 1969. There are three manuscripts available at the 
composer’s archive in Jerusalem. One of them contains numerous corrections and 
complies with the printed IMI edition (still featuring numerous typos). Two additional 
manuscripts contain an earlier version of the piece.  
 The cover page of the printed IMI edition carries the title in both English and 
Hebrew: Reflections and Hishtakfut. The Hebrew singular (Reflection) matches the title 
written in the manuscripts, thus the English plural version is a typographical error. The 
title Reflection is vague. It might be inspired by the idea of Miroirs by Ravel. Which 
composers are reflected in this piece will remain a mystery. Searching for possible 
answers is an approach for constructing interpretation. Shlonsky’s own perception of a 
content of the piece as a reflection of the composer’s personality is an important clue. She 
said in 1987: “How to write? I have not asked myself this question. I have asked how 
[who] am I, and what am I writing for…”.78  
 Another hint to the object being reflected can be found in her essays of the time. 
In 1961, just before she composed Reflection, Shlonsky heard Pablo Casals perform. She 
was extremely impressed, and wrote a short essay in Russian, called “Aquarium”.79 She 
described the program of the festival, including music from the Baroque and Classical 
                                                        
78
 Oded Assaf, “Electronit hi lo savla” (Electronic [music] she could not bear), Ha-‘ir (Tel Aviv, 
March 2 1990): 70 
79
 Jerusalem, the National Library of Israel, MUS 070 B018 [Shlonsky, Essay “Aquarium” 1961]. 
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periods, Romantic and French Impressionism, which she described as “three mirrors of 
the music”. She urged contemporary composers to look into these mirrors in order to find 
inspiration. Maybe she followed her own suggestion, and Reflection is the result of this 
introspection.  
 The analysis deals with the atonal language and motivic development of 
Reflection. The performance guide provides an insight into the latent tonal implications 
of the composition.  
Section Two: Formal Analysis 
 Reflection can be interpreted to be Shlonsky’s reflection on the interval of the 
second, presented in various ways, such as their inversions and compound variants, 
melodic and harmonic appearances, and in conjunct and disjunct motion. The piece is 
through-composed, and incorporates motivic development as part of developing 
variations and imitative procedures, as when the music is reflected between the hands of 
the pianist. Performers can choose to emphasize the atonal aspects of this piece, such as 
the sonorities of seconds, as well as short-range tonal implications (e.g. E minor triad can 
be heard in m.9 through careful voicing, see the performance notes, below).  
 Reflection is unusual among Shlonsky’s piano compositions in the conspicuous 
lack of bar lines. This notation helps to avoid downbeats, and contributes to a greater 
flow during performance. Measures are suggested by the use of brackets above the staff, 
indicating the amount and length of beat pulses. Reflection features frequent changes in 
both length and number of beats. Shlonsky uses contrast in different layers of 
composition to shape the form. For example, she juxtaposes sections featuring irregular 
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beat values against those presenting regular downbeats. Shifts from longer to shorter 
values are used to intensify music textures.    
 Registers have structural importance, and help to define formal units. The contrast 
between conjunct and disjunct motion illustrates simultaneous horizontal and vertical 
dimensions of music. Shlonsky uses pedal to define phrases (in slower tempi) and shorter 
gestures (in faster tempi), while secco passages usually have a transitional character. 
Secco articulations also help emphasize rhythmic aspects. Passages without clearly 
repeated patterns can be perceived as freely “improvised,” and are juxtaposed with more 
structured “measures” featuring repeated rhythmic and melodic patterns.  
 The main intervallic materials for motives are major and minor seconds and their 
compound variants. While all the notes of each phrase are usually combined in one pedal 
cluster, the lowest and the highest notes of each phrase are rarely seconds or their 
variants, but instead outline thirds, sixths, perfect fourths and fifths, and tritones. These 
intervals, if a performer chooses to bring them out by executing careful accentuation, 
may be perceived as more spacious, than seconds and their compound variants.  
 Phrases are defined by several means, including pedal markings, motives, 
dynamics, contour and note duration. Phrases are combined into larger units resembling 
arches by means of increasing and decreasing dynamics and note duration, similar to the 
dynamic growth and decline of an individual phrase. For example section A (mm. 1–8) 
begins with mezzo forte and half notes; the dynamics grow to fortissimo by m.3, while 
note values become shorter (quarter and eighth notes are found already in m.2). The 
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molto diminuendo in mm. 7–8, and half and whole notes create the feeling of reduced 
intensity and finish the section. 
 Reflection is made up of four sections, distinguished by the tempo markings:  
Section A B C D 
Measure no. 1–8 9–34 35–48 40–72 
Metronome and 
tempo indications 
e=84  r=112 
(IMI states an 
unplayable 
tempo e=112) 
 
r=120 Meno 
Table 12. Form of Reflection 
 The following table 13 lists phrases in each of the four sections of Reflection as 
well as the corresponding measure numbers: 
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Section Phrase Measure number 
1 1 
2 2–4 
3 5–6 
A 
4 7–8 
1 9–13 
2 14–19 
3 20–21 
4 22–24 
5 25–28 
6 28–31 
B 
7 32–34 
1 35–38 
2 39–43 
3 44–46 
C 
4 47–48 
1 49–51 
2 52–54 
3 55–57 
4 58–59 
5 60–61 
6 62–63 
7 64–65 
8 66–67 
9 68 
10 69 
D 
11 70–72 
Table 13. List of phrases and in each section with corresponding measures in Reflection 
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 Section A features steady pulsation of relatively long beats (quarter and half 
notes), and the number of beats per measure vary. The phrases mostly follow the pedal 
markings, and are shorter than phrases of the following section. Section A introduces the 
basic motivic material, which is developed through variation and imitative procedures in 
the following sections.  
 Faster tempo and shorter beats, eighth and quarter notes instead of the quarter and 
half notes from section A, characterize section B. The pulsation is unsteady due to 
frequent changes in the length of the beat. Pedal markings, making up phrases, in this 
section define shorter gestures. Motives introduced in the section A, as well as new 
motives introduced in section B, continue to be developed.  
 Dance–like section C features steady pulsation, habanera tresillo patterns, tango–
like on– and off–beat rhythms, syncopations. The music’s rhythms explore unfulfilled 
expectations of downbeats, and periodicity of phrasing. Imitative procedures have bigger 
impact on motivic development in this section, due to the importance of repeated 
patterns. 
 Three–staff writing emphasizing the importance of the low register part is an 
important characteristic of section D, which recalls recognizable features of the previous 
sections: steady pulsation of slow beats from section A, irregularity of beats from section 
B, and dance–like syncopations from section C. Fragmentation becomes an important 
method of motivic development: the motives are weaved together in such way that their 
notes often are interleaved. In less obvious places such as mm. 56–57 Shlonsky draws 
lines to illustrate the desired voice leading. 
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Section Three: Motivic Analysis 
 Reflection is an atonal and through–composed, featuring motivic development by 
means of imitative procedures and developing variation, including restatement, 
modification, transformation, fragmentation and fusion. All motives of the composition 
are built out of seconds and their compound variants. Motives involve horizontal and 
vertical intervals, as well as trills and grace notes, as shown in figure 24 below.  
 
Figure 24. Reflection, mm. 1–8.: horizontal motives a and b, “trill” motive and the vertical 
modification of motive a 
 The first phrase (m.1) features motive a and b in a two-layer texture. Motive a in 
the right hand consists of two half notes outlining a descending major ninth. All 
consequent two-note motives, involving second, seventh or ninth intervals, ascending and 
descending, can be heard as modifications of motive a.  
“trill” motive 
motive a 
motive b 
vertical modification of motive a 
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 The motive b is a three-note gesture, first heard as a descending minor seventh 
and ascending compound major ninth, featuring an anapestic rhythm of “short-short-
long”. The motive is a fusion of two occurrences of motive a: Cf-Df and Df-F. A 
modification of motive a using eighth notes is introduced in m.2, followed by imitation in 
the left hand in m.3. Motives a and b are restated in m.4, while the motive a is transposed 
perfect fourth up, and motive b is transposed minor sixth up, and its melodic contour is 
modified: semitone and whole tone (Bs-Bd-Ds) instead of two whole tones (Cf-Df-Fd).  
 The melodic distance between trills on As5 and on Ff3 in m.5 spans a compound 
second. The last phrase (mm. 7–8) transforms motives a in four occurrences: by 
prolonging the first note of each motive, the melodic interval becomes harmonic, creating 
a four-note texture, and foreshadows the appearance of harmonic motive a at the 
beginning of section B in m.9.  
 Section B (mm. 9–34) is characterized by faster tempo and shorter beats, mostly 
eighth and quarter notes instead of the quarter and half notes used in section A. In section 
B the pedal markings define shorter gestures, which make up phrases. The beginning of 
first phrase spanning mm. 9–13, modifies motives a: a vertical motive in the right hand, 
and a horizontal one in the left hand. Two rising exclamatory gestures (mm. 10–11) are 
further modifications of motive a, lead to the highest point of the phrase (F6) in m.11.  
 A new motive c is introduced in m.12, serving as an expansion for the third 
exclamatory gesture. This three-note motive is a fusion of two interlocking ascending 
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motives a: Ed3-Es5 and G4-Fd5. It also can be seen as a flattening of motive b to move in 
one single contour direction. A four-note formation of three modified motives a in m.13 
finishes the phrase.  
 The second phrase (mm. 14–19) begins with a long Gs2.80 This low register 
comes back in m.18 featuring F2, followed by E2 and A1, creating an underlying bass 
line. The second phrase features numerous vertical and horizontal motives a, and an 
additional motive d (m.15) characterized by a repeated tone, modified in m.16 by 
speeding up twice as fast to 16th notes. This change to faster note values, followed by 
crescendo molto and fortissimo and a sudden drop to pianisissimo, reflects the arch 
phrase structure, intensification followed by relaxation.  
 The modified pair of exclamatory gestures, introduced in mm. 10–11 is restated in 
m.17 as a four-note formation: the note speed is again doubled (16th notes instead of 
eighths). The intervals here are placed in the same register, unlike the original passage in 
mm. 10–11 which spreads across five octaves. The proximity of the melodic lines brings 
out the horizontal second intervals in the inner voice (C5-Ds5-Dd5-C5).  
 Third phrase (mm. 20–21) also follows the arch structure. It starts calmly in 
mezzo piano and intensifies by shifting to forte in the middle of the phrase and to shorter 
note values (32nd and 16th notes). The tension is reduced by a switch to piano, 
                                                        
80
 The length of the Gs2 note in the IMI edition is a half note. In the MS the note is marked as a 
whole note. However, based on the meter indication, the note should last 5 eighth notes. 
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pianissimo and finally pianisissimo. A motive c in the right hand in m.21 introduces 
syncopation, which is imitated by the contour inversion of the motive b at the beginning 
of the following fourth phrase (m.22). A six-note motive featured at the end of m.21 is 
composed of motives b and c. Seconds are introduced between the first and fourth notes, 
second and fifth, and third and sixth, as shown in the figure 25: 
 
Figure 25. Reflection, mm. 20–21: syncopated motive c and the seconds inside the six-note 
motive  
 Gs2 near the beginning of the fourth (mm. 22–24) and fifth (mm. 25–28) phrases 
preceded by energetic lead-ins has structural importance, marking the beginning of the 
phrases. Similarly, long Gs2 marked the beginning of the second phrase (m.14). Motive b 
featuring an inverted contour in the left hand creates the lead-in in the fourth phrase. This 
lead-in is an imitation of contour of the closing gesture in the left hand of the previous 
phrase.  
 The fourth phrase (mm. 22–24) features a three-note motive c using short note 
values (32nd notes instead of quarter notes), distinguishing clearly the distinctive 
anapestic rhythm “short-short-long”. This motive appears three times, twice in m.22 and 
syncopated motice c 
six-note motive 
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once in m.24, and takes part in imitative procedures: first it appears in the right hand 
(m.22) and is imitated by the left hand. In m.24 motive c in the left hand imitates a 
modified motive b in the right hand. The motive b is modified by a pick-up note. The 
contour of the motive b together with the following note B5 of the motive c resembles a 
wave similarly to the six-note motive featured in m.21 (see figures 25 and 26 for 
comparison).  
 The motive c is split in its second and fourth appearances: the first note is played 
by the right hand, and the rest by the left.  
 
Figure 26. Reflection, mm. 22–24: motives c (red) and a modified motive b (blue) and points 
of imitation  
 Fifth phrase (mm. 25–28) features motives a, b, c and d¸ as well as a new five-
note motive in m. 25, perhaps an extension of the inner chromatic voice in m.17. A grace 
note appears for the first time in m.27 serving as a pick-up to the “repeated note” motive 
d. The motive b (Gs2-Gd1-B1) in m. 26 is emphasized by means of the longer note 
duration and lower register, and features the original contour of motive d. 
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 Fusions of the motives are featured in the following phrase (mm.28–31): of two 
motives a (1), b and a (2) and dotted rhythm in motive a and b (3), as shown in the figure 
27: 
 
Figure 27. Reflection, mm. 28–31: motivic fusion and introduction of dotted rhythm 
 The last phrase of the section B (mm. 32–34) presents four distinct registers by 
juxtaposing motives b in the right and motive c in the left hand in m.32 in high and low 
registers, followed by repetition of the modified motive d in the middle register, and 
finishing the phrase in the extreme bass register, with the lowest pitch of the composition 
Ds1 in m.34.  
 Section C (mm. 35–48) is characterized by a faster tempo (r=120 instead of 
e=112), regular beats, periodicity of the phrases inspired by dance rhythms, and on- and 
off-beat rhythms resembling tango.81 The avoidance of downbeats guides the form of this 
                                                        
81
 Shlonsky mentioned the importance of dance in art music on several occasions: in her essay 
“Song in Israel” published in 1935 in one of the two leading Israeli newspapers “Davar”; in 
another essay “Palestine and Jewish Music” published in 1942 in Zionist newspaper “The New 
(1) 
(3) 
(2) 
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section. The first phrase (35–38) does not feature a downbeat until its last measure 
(m.38). Complete avoidance of downbeats in the second phrase (mm. 39–43) makes the 
strong beats of the third phrase twice more exuberant and exultant.  
 The softer dynamics of the fourth phrase (mm. 47–48) help to close the arch of 
energy of section C. The last measure of the section (m.48) features 5 beats of 16th notes; 
the measure can be heard as containing four 16th notes, if the last 16th note is perceived 
as a  pause, serving as a caesura before the beginning of the following section D. Measure 
47, containing six eighth notes together with m.48 containing five 16th notes (or two and 
a half eighths) can be perceived as one measure of eight eighth-notes followed by a 
caesura, matching the periodicity of phrasing of the section C.  
 Tango-like syncopations, on- and off-beat motivic restatements, and habanera 
(and tango) 3+3+2 mixed meter play, significant roles in shaping section C. For example, 
motive c in m.35 features a syncopated rhythm of “short-long-short”. Similarly, a 
formation of two motives a (a vertical and a horizontal manifestation) on a downbeat of 
m.38 feature this syncopated pattern.  
 The same “short-long-short” motive appears again in the second measure of the 
second phrase (m.40): the downbeat (“short”) is missing, so the “long-short” part is 
presented by two motives a – again horizontal and vertical. The syncopation pattern is 
recognizable, and the missing “short” beat amplifies the missing downbeat.  
                                                                                                                                                                     
Judaea” in London; in her interview in 1987 to Oded Assaf, published after her death in 1990 etc. 
During the 1987 interview she said that she wrote numerous Hora-dances to make some money, 
but she also composed tango, since she hopes that the youth of Israel will eventually find itself in 
ballrooms.  
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 Motives are paired in such way, that one is off-beat, while the other is on-beat. 
For example, motive b in m. 36 is repeated twice: the first time it begins on the second 
16th note of the measure (relatively weak beat), while the second time it starts on the 
second relatively strong quarter note of the measure. Similarly two appearances of the 
vertical motives a in m.45 begin on a weak beats, then again on a relatively strong beat.  
 The typical habanera (and tango) meter 3+3+2 is featured in the third phrase of 
the section (mm. 44–46) as shown in the figure 28 below:82  
 
Figure 28. Reflection, mm. 41–46 : habanera-“tresillo” meter 
 Section D (mm. 49–72) features return of quarter note beats introduced in section 
A, three-staff writing, providing the additional staff for the low register, and a recitative-
like passage (m.58–59). The longer beats combined with the slower tempo (meno starting 
m.49) provide a calmer mood. The additional staff serves to set the low register apart 
                                                        
82
 Habanera had significant impact on development of Argentinean tango. See Frances Barulich 
and Jan Fairley. "Habanera." Grove Music Online. Oxford Music Online. Oxford University 
Press. Web. 30 Apr. 2015. 
<http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com.ezproxy.bu.edu/subscriber/article/grove/music/12116>. 
1        2    3   |   1           2       3  | 1      2     
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from the occasionally dense texture (for example in mm. 56 and 71). The recitative-style 
passage in mm. 57–58 is marked profondo and further illustrates the importance of the 
low register part.  
 Motives weaved together challenge both performer and audience, especially since 
motivic tones frequently are not in immediate temporal proximity to each other. This 
concept was seen as early as section B, m.21 (see figure 25), however in final section D, 
this interweaving concept is realized more fully. Dynamics, registers and the note 
duration play essential roles in helping the listener distinguish the motives. The first 
phrase (mm. 49–51) begins with motives b, c and motive a written in 16th notes (m.49). 
Their equal pulsation helps establishing new tempo, marked meno. A five-note motive in 
m.49 (C6-E5-Ff4-D5-Cf6) followed by a single pitch F6 at the beginning of m.50, 
results from the interlocking fusion of three motives a (see fig. 29). The first and the last 
notes, C6- Cf6, are linked through a minor second; the second and the fourth notes, E5- 
D5, are linked by a major second. The third note Ff4 does not have a counterpart in its 
register, but is linked to the single pitch F6 in m.50 through the contrast of extreme 
registers (the lowest and the highest notes of the passage).  
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Figure 29. Reflection, mm. 48–51: interlocking fusion of three motives a 
 Measures 50–51 feature imitative procedures, involving all three parts as arrows 
illustrate in the figure 30. For example, the four-note motive in the upper part of m.50 is 
imitated by the four-note motive featuring inversion of contour in the middle part in 
m.51. The appearance of the trill in m.51 is an additional reminder of section A.   
 
Figure 30. Reflection, mm. 49–51: imitative procedures  
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 In section D, the following second (mm.52–54), third (mm. 55–57) and fourth 
(m.58) phrases suggest a reminiscence of the section B, featuring frequent changes of the 
length and number of beats. While the change from eighth beats to quarter note beats in 
mm. 49–50 is difficult to notice (the four eighth notes of the m.49 can be perceived as 
two quarter notes), the change in mm. 52–54 is perceived as a more significant metric 
event:  the note duration in m.54 becomes four times as long as in the preceding two 
measures (eight notes instead of 32nd notes). Dynamic contrast is found between loud 
vertical motives and soft horizontal passages (the passages begin softly and usually 
feature crescendo) in mm.52–57. For example m.53 introduces a four-note fusion of two 
vertical motives a marked with fortissimo and accents. The following four-note 
horizontal fusion of two occurrences of motive a begins with pianissimo. Similarly a 
vertical motive a in m.55 is marked forte, while the following five-note modified motive 
b begins with piano.   
 Shlonsky’s use of three staffs in section D suggests the importance of the low 
register, and helps to clarify the occasionally dense of texture. Shlonsky uses lines to 
illustrate the voice leading based on the second interval, shown in the figure 31: 
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Figure 31. Reflection, mm. 56–59: three-staff writing; motivic melodic seconds; recitative-
style passage 
 
 The recitative-like passage (mm.58) presents two interwoven collections of three-
note scales shown in figure 31: As-Bs-Bd (blue squares) and E-D-C (red circles).   
 The fifth phrase (mm. 60–61) and sixth phrase (mm. 62–63) in section D have a 
similar interlocking structure. They begin with a descending motive (b in the fifth phrase 
and a in the sixth phrase), followed by a syncopated passage (m.61 of the fifth phrase and 
m.63 of the sixth phrase). Similar to numerous other motives in this section, the motives 
in m.62 – motive a in the left hand and a four-note and a three-note gestures in the right 
hand - are built of seconds, which are not found in immediate proximity, as shown in the 
figure 32: 
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Figure 32. Reflection, mm. 62: motivic melodic seconds  
 The motives a and c of the seventh phrase (mm. 64–65) rely on the sustained note 
in the low register to create compound seconds. For example in m.64 the five-note motive 
features As6-C6-G5-F4-Gs5, related in the following way: As6 relates to Gs5 by major 
ninth, the pitches are located at beginning and the ending of the passage; G5 relates to F4 
by major ninth, the pitches are located next to each other. The C6 does not have a 
counterpart in the passage, however it sounds over the sustained Bs1, which is a 
compound major ninth (see figure 33).  
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Figure 33. Reflection, mm. 63–65: links through seconds  
 A mixture of a grace note and a trill is introduced in m.66, while the left hand 
features motive a with the dance-like syncopation in forte, reminiscent of section C. The 
same syncopations sound twice as an echo at the end of m. 67 in the right hand. The last 
two pitches of the piece, A6 and E2, are obscured with Gs1-As5-Bs4, but can be brought 
out by a careful selective accentuation.83  
Section Four: Performance Guide and List of Corrections Based on the Manuscript 
 Motivic and intervallic ambiguities found in Reflection give possibilities for 
multiple interpretations. Performers can use selective accentuation to choose the intervals 
and sonorities they want to bring out. Through voicing performers can enhance tonal 
implications. Among other possibilities, the most obvious choices are:  
                                                        
83
 The earlier version of the piece features Gs2 instead of Gs1 at the last measure. This way the 
final gesture A6-E2 was enhanced by extreme registers, and its tonal implication was clearer. In 
the later version, printed by IMI, Shlonsky chose to lower the Gs1, and deliberately obscured the 
fleeting tonal center A. Performers can still bring this out by means of voicing. 
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1. D sharp minor hiding in the outer interval of m.1;  
2. Open perfect fifth in m.2, which can color the phrase as a subdominant of D 
sharp;  
3. E minor chord in m.9;  
4. The bass line in m.19 featuring E2 and A1, can sound almost in A minor; 
5. Showing Gs at the beginning of fourth and fifth phases (mm. 22 and 25) and F at 
the beginning of sixth and seventh phrases (mm. 28 and 32) can help the 
performer and the audience aurally grasp the form; 
6. Ds at the end of the section B (m.34) may sound as a D flat major, if the F bass 
notes at mm. 28 and 32 were highlighted. 
7. B flat major triad in m.64, shifting to the first inversion of G flat major on the 
second beat of the same measure; 
8. Gentle grace note in m.66 and clear C6 in the right hand together with the A1 in 
the left hand can imply A minor; 
9. Brief A major triad in m.68 can be juxtaposed with the A minor triad at the 
beginning of m.70; 
10. Gradual cleaning of the pedal on Gs1 in m.72 can speed up the decay, and help to 
bring out the A6 and E2, implying A minor. 
 List of corrections based on the manuscript:  
• The title of the piece is Reflection (singular); 
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• Measure 2: As3 is marked forte, and does not have an accent; 
• Measure 4: pedal should be lifted before the beginning of the measure, and 
depressed together with B5 in the right hand. 
• Measure 7: forte is written above G4 in the right hand; additional forte indication 
is found above the Ff4 in the right hand;  
• Measure 8: the pedal should be cleaned at the beginning of the measure and 
depressed immediately; 
• Measure 9: the correct metronome r=112 (not e=112); 
• Measure 10: the first seventh interval in the left hand is Bd1-A2 (not Bs1); the last 
note of the measure in the left hand is indicated forte without an accent; 
• Measure 12: the last chord of the measure is marked forte; 
• Measure 13: Basse Note Marcato  
• Measure 14: the pedal should be cleaned on F4 in the left hand;  
• Measure 18: one forte should be indicated twice, above each of the first two 
notes; 
• Measure 21: the sextuplet should be executed as two triplets; 
• Measure 23: each of the two intervals in the right hand should be marked with 
forte and accent; 
• Measure 27: no staccato on D5 in the right hand; 
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• Measure 39: the first 16th note in the left hand is marked with tenuto (no accent); 
• Measure 43: Gf5 in the right hand instead of As5; 
• Measure 45: third 16th note in the right hand should have Es5-D5 instead of Df5-
D5; 
• Measures 47–48: musical comma mark between the measures; 
• Measure 48: the last second interval in the right hand is Gs6-As6 instead of Es6-
Fs6; 
• Measures 50–51: musical comma mark between the measures; 
• Measure 54: a line links a half note C4 in the left hand to B4 in the right hand, and 
another line links the B4 to A4 in the left hand; 
• Measures 58–59: musical comma mark between the measures; 
• Measure 59: a line connects the C2 in the left hand to Gs4 (first note in the right 
hand in m.60); 
• Measure 60: molto crescendo at the end of the measure; 
• Measure 66: second crescendo is marked as molto crescendo; 
• Measure 67: third note from the end in the right hand is Ff5 instead of Gs5; 
• Measures 67–68: musical comma mark between the measures; 
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• Measure 68: sostenuto pedal is marked on the third quarter note of the measure; 
the sextuplet passage in the right hand is marked piano (not fortissimo); 
• Measure 69: no mezzo piano mark on the fourth beat; no dot after the Bs3 quarter 
note in the left hand; 
• Measure 72: diminuendo starting the second beat.  
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CONCLUSION 
 This dissertation is an exposition of the continuous evolution of style in the 
Verdina Shlonsky’s music, based on comprehensive analysis of selected piano works 
from different periods of her life, and on the examination of the influence of her life 
circumstances. Shlonsky was a curious and opinionated person, and her own firm esthetic 
beliefs are reflected in her composition. She believed in centrality of content of the music 
rather than its style: content reflecting composer’s personality and cultural roots. 
Shlonsky interpreted musical styles as expressive tools to understanding the content of 
the music. Dialog with the composers from the present and past through use of variety of 
style allowed her to achieve continuity of tradition. 
 Unfortunately Shlonsky’s music did not receive the recognition it deserved during 
her life time, due to her being a woman, too connected to European culture with very 
little interest in either mainstream Israeli art music, or its adoption of Mizrahi style. Her 
occasional successes sadly showed that she could have been more appreciated during her 
life, if given more opportunities. 
 Shlonsky’s neotonal and atonal styles are equally representative of her music, and 
exhibit numerous similarities, perhaps because she prioritized content over style itself. 
She was not concerned about being innovative and the main characteristics of her style 
accompanied her throughout her life: symbolic titles, motivic development through 
variation and imitative procedures, ostinato patterns, toccata passages, dance rhythms 
modeled on hora and habanera “tresillo” patterns, mixed meters, trichords including a 
tritone and perfect fourth, allusion to other composers’ music, and features taken from 
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Russian and Ukrainian folk music, and Klezmer music. Yet her style changed from a 
youthful attempt to impress with complexity (Still Life, while she was a student of 
Varèse), through a deceptive simplicity of her middle period (Five Sketches, Pages from 
the Diary and Youth Suite) to the abstract complexity of Reflection, where every 
performer and every listener can hear something different, as a mirror reflects the unique 
image of the viewer. 
 This dissertation aims to help bring public acknowledgement of Verdina Shlonsky 
and her music by reconstructing a narrative of her life and work from the little evidence 
that remains today. This narrative is intended to encourage performers to add Shlonsky’s 
music to their repertoire. Musical researchers will find interest in other aspects of 
Shlonsky’s opus which did not fit the focus and the scope of this dissertation: numerous 
manuscripts of symphonic, choral, chamber and vocal compositions still wait to be 
discovered, as well as dozens of correspondence and articles yet to be translated, located 
at the Shlonsky’s archive in the National Library of Israel in Jerusalem.  
 Verdina Shlonsky’s music deserves to be played, heard and enjoyed, while her 
life, an outstanding example of perseverance and resilience, deserves to be known.  
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APPENDIX I 
 “Then and Now”  
(Memories about Edgard Varèse) 
Translated by Anna Arazi from Russian. 
 
 
 Recently we had “Musica Viva” performing two compositions by Edgard Varèse: 
Density (for solo flute) and Déserts (for orchestra and electronics).  
*** 
 Long time ago… Then… (Even before Hitler) Edgard Varèse arrived in his 
hometown Paris. Musical circles expressed an utmost curiosity to Varèse’s novelties. 
Groups of musicians crowded in “Salle Pleyel” in Paris. That rehearsal of Varèse’s 
composition “Integrales” gathered everyone – young and old. The composers Florent and 
Schmidt held scores, the rest stood around and tried to catch a glimpse... And so did I… 
The three fourths of a score page were percussion instruments, here and there appeared 
melodic instruments.  
 I remember as if this is happening now: his clear small music notes, with 
whimsical curves and a powerful stress of his ink pen. Edgard Varèse – tall, with curly 
Italian chevelure, energetic face, strong green piercing eyes. He smiled. He knew that he 
is not understood, and he did not try to be understood. He loves life, people, noise, 
events, everywhere, in all corners of life and the world. The dress code in that concert: 
men – meticulously trimmed, ties and clean suites; ladies – gowns with curvy sleeves. 
After the concert: curiosity, bewilderment, discussions. 
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 The wife of the composer Casella introduced my sister Nina Valery (Yudith) and 
me to Edgard Varèse and asked him to invite us to his hotel. He lived in a big traditional 
L'Atelier Montparnasse with his wife who is a singer. My sister, Nina Valery, sang a 
whole bunch of pieces, and my songs among them. I played some Bach and Varèse 
expressed his keen interest in my sister and me. He scheduled a lesson for me (without 
payment).  
My First Lesson 
 Edgard Varèse enjoyed coming to the coffee house “Du Dome” at Montparnasse, 
where composers used to gather. He did not like to join discussions though. One day he 
invited me to an art exhibition, “Tonalities”. The paintings lacked any specific theme: 
 Yellow – F major 
 Bright Blue – A minor 
 C minor – Gray etc.  
 Varèse held my hand as if I was a little girl, and so we walked through the 
exhibition. His green eyes pierced the public and the paintings. I had courage to say: “I 
cannot accept this as a fundamental truth. Painter’s associations [of color and key] are 
highly individual”. Varèse did not express his opinion. 
 At that time Stravinsky was the leader of all novelties. In France esthetics came 
first. Nietzsche said that “the esthetics of Bizet (Carmen) is more important than 
Wagner’s”. Varèse looked for a virgin land, untrodden paths. Maybe America?  
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 Hitler’s war changed Europe, and the whole world. [They] change, search, 
destroy and create. In London, the composer Benjamin Britten (very young at that time) 
found his own railroads, and was very comfortable in riding them. In Paris, Pierre Boulez 
is hiding in his miserable mansard, Miró's paintings on his walls.  He is interested in 
Schoenberg, Webern and more of these. In Berlin, the composer Schtokhausen dictates a 
new musical Bible. At the courses in Darmstadt young composers give presentations to 
one another. Technology is overwhelming our everyday lives. 
 One says: Nature shall not be altered.  
 Another says: Nature shall not be copied. 
 Some talk about new esthetics, but other about cynicism.  
 Today Mozart, Bach, Brahms, Beethoven are the foundations. Today “Musica 
Viva” reveals new horizons. Who would volunteer to be attached with a chain to the 
foundation?!  
 Today “Musica Viva” reveals a new concert series, and indeed the horizon is 
open. The old Varèse appeared to be the young one: same green sharp eyes, same height 
and curly hair. Big crowd gathered for the “Musica Viva” here in Tel Aviv. Dress code: 
multicolored, varied, based on what one wants, mini-maxi, long hair, beards, sideburns. 
What do they want?! What do they look for?! 
 This day shall pass, but one thing is clear: one cannot escape music. Pretext 
cannot replace the text. The shape changes, follows fashion, but the content remains.  
June 26, 1961 
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APPENDIX II 
Verdina Shlonsky “Still Life” (1932) 
Manuscript from composer’s archive at the National Library of Israel in Jerusalem  
MUS 070 A018 
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APPENDIX III 
Verdina Shlonsky “Five Sketches” (1947) 
Manuscript from composer’s archive at the National Library of Israel in Jerusalem  
MUS 070 A107–111 
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APPENDIX IV 
Verdina Shlonsky “Reflection” (1962) 
Manuscript from composer’s archive at the National Library of Israel in Jerusalem  
MUS 070 A080 
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APPENDIX V 
Catalog of Verdina Shlonsky’s Piano Works 
Title Year of 
Composition 
Manuscript 
preserved in 
the NLI in 
Jerusalem, 
MUS 070 
Publication Premiere Comments 
Burlesque 
 
1931    Based on Shlonsky’s 
list of piano pieces 
preserved at the NLI 
in Jerusalem (MUS 
070 E004 and E008)   
Still Life 1932 A068 IMI Sara Fuxon  
Hora 1935 A185    
March 1936    Based on Shlonsky’s 
list of piano pieces 
preserved at the NLI 
in Jerusalem (MUS 
070 E004)   
Suite  1936 A146  Frank Peleg  
Hassidic Song 1936 A115    
Fantasie 1937    Based on Shlonsky’s 
list of piano pieces 
preserved at the NLI 
in Jerusalem (MUS 
070 E004)   
Piano 
Concerto in 
two movements 
1944    The piece was not 
published, and the 
manuscript is not 
found in the 
composer’s archive 
March 1946    Based on Shlonsky’s 
list of piano pieces 
preserved at the NLI 
in Jerusalem (MUS 
070 E004)   
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Five Sketches 1947 A107–111 IMI  Recorded by Allan 
Sternfield  as a part of 
“Psanterin,” an 
anthology of Israeli 
piano music – 
recording project 
sponsored by the 
Israeli Music Center 
in 2003 
Ballade no. 1 1948   Frank Peleg  
Burlesque for 
two piano 
1949 A165    
Pages from the 
Diary 
1949 A071 IMI   
13 Miniatures 1951  Or-Tav Israel Yahli 
Wagman 
 
Youth Suite 1954 A160 Mills Music 
NY; IMI 
Verdina 
Shlonsky 
 
11 Postcards 1956  Israeli Music 
Publications 
USA, Leeds 
Music 
Corporation, 
NY, Paris: 
Heugel; 
London: 
Chester; 
Milano: 
Cariach; 
Amsterdam: 
Brodmans; 
Scandinavia: 
Hansen; Zurich: 
Hug et C. 
  
Fantasie in 12 
movements 
1961 A027  Verdina 
Shlonsky 
 
Ballade No. 2    Frank Peleg Based on Shlonsky’s 
list of piano pieces 
preserved at the NLI 
in Jerusalem (MUS 
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070 E004 and E008)   
Ballade no. 3 1961 A164  Frank Peleg  
Slow Valse 1962 A172    
Reflection 1962 A080 IMI Verdina 
Shlonsky 
 
Introduction 
and Scherzo 
1964 A048 IMI Sara Fuxon  
Mosaic 1972 A066 a& b Hans Gerig, 
Koeln 
Sara Fuxon  
Festival 13  A028    
Valse in A 
minor 
 A175    
Valse in D 
minor 
 A176    
Chaconne 
Fantasie 
    Based on Shlonsky’s 
list of piano pieces 
preserved at the NLI 
in Jerusalem (MUS 
070 E008)   
March     Ella 
Goldstein 
Based on Shlonsky’s 
list of piano pieces 
preserved at the NLI 
in Jerusalem (MUS 
070 E008)   
Toccata    Sara Fuxon Based on Shlonsky’s 
list of piano pieces 
preserved at the NLI 
in Jerusalem (MUS 
070 E008)   
Promenade  A073    
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“Women in Black and White”, music by 20th and 21st century women-composers; at the Tsai 
 Performance Center, Boston, MA, February 3, 2015 
Joan Tower Chamber Music, New Music Center Concert Series, Boston University,  
 Boston, MA, April 25, 2014   
Harvard-BU Two Piano Project (organized, coached the duos and performed) at the Tsai 
 Performance Center, Boston, MA, January 30, 2014.. 
Peter Child Meditations (2013), premiered with the New England Philharmonic 
 Orchestra and Chorus Pro Musica under Betsy Burleigh at Jordan Hall,  
 Boston, MA, May 31, 2013  
Lecture-Recital “Back to Bach: Building a Bridge over 200 years”, at World Piano 
 Conference at the Isidor Bajić Concert Hall, Novi Sad, Serbia, July 2, 2014  
Chamber Recital, Boston University, Boston, MA, December 9, 2014.  
Solo Recital, Boston University, Boston, Massachusetts, November 16, 2014  
S. Prokofiev Piano Concerto No. 1 in D flat Major Op. 10, with the The Israel  Sinfonietta 
 Beer-Sheva under Doron Salomon, the Center of Performing Arts, Beer Sheva, Israel, 
 April 7, 2009  
J.S. Bach Piano Concerto in D Minor BWV 1052, with the Ural Music College Orchestra 
 under Wolf Usminsky, Yekaterinburg, Russia, January 30, 1994   
Gunther Schuller Tuba Concerto No. 2, premiered with the Boston University  Symphony 
 Orchestra under Gunther Schuller at the Tsai Performance Center, Boston, MA, February 
 15, 2011 
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Blanc, Rouge et Noir Piano Duo concert (organized and performed) at Steinert Hall, Boston, 
 MA, February 14, 2014.    
Piano and Tuba Chamber Recital, Boston University, Boston, MA, September 8, 2014 
Chamber Recital, Boston University, Boston, MA, May 9, 2014  
 
RECORDINGS AND BROADCASTS 
Ketty Nez “Thresholds” for piano and wind ensemble, recorded with the Boston 
 University Wind Ensemble under David Martins, at the Tsai Performance Center, 
 Boston, MA. Release date April 26, 2013 on PARMA recordings. 
D. Shostakovich Preludes Op. 34 arranged for violin and piano by D. Tsiganov, recored 
 for the Intermezzo with Arik - a classical music program of the Israel Educational 
 Television, May 2008 
 
PROFESSIONAL LEADERSHIP 
Committee Member, Student Advisory Committee, School of Music, Boston University, 
 Boston, Massachusetts, 2011-2014 
Committee Member, Arts Committee, Boston University Provost Office, Boston, 
 Massachusetts, 2014-present 
 
ARRANGEMENTS 
C.P.E. Bach - A. Arazi Adagio from the Prussian Sonata for piano in E Major Wq. 48 No. 3, 
arrangement for trombone and piano 
 
AFFILIATIONS/MEMBERSHIPS 
World Piano Teachers Association, 2014-present  
College of Music Society, 2013-present  
Music Teachers National Association, 2013-present   
 
HONORS AND AWARDS 
Member of Pi Kappa Lambda Music Honor Society, 2015 
Honoree at the Healing Boston Arts Reception, Boston Symphony Hall, April 7, 2014  
 Recognition of the organizing the five hour Musical Marathon 2013 supporting One Fund 
 Boston  
Member of the Golden Key International Honour Society, 2013 
 
SCHOLARSHIPS 
Anne and Aaron Richmond Foundation Scholarship, Boston, Massachusetts 2011-2014 
America-Israel Cultural Foundation Scholarship, Israel, 2008-2010 
Tytte og Lillemor Faurshous Foundation Scholarship, Denmark, 2009 
The Danish-Israeli Study Foundation in memory of Josef and Regina Nachemsohn 
Scholarship, Denmark, 2008-2009 
The Jerusalem Academy of Music and Dance Scholarship, Jerusalem, Israel, 2003-2007 
Golda Meir Scholarship, Tel-Aviv, Israel, 1999 
 
